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INTRODUCTION:
Colombian Modernisms

The period between 1930-1957 was a time of exceptional political and religious
animosity in Colombian history.1 Political and religious battles often acted out through the
female body in the sphere of everyday life, as women’s issues – ranging from access to
education, censorship, unethical institutionalization, increased incarceration, the fight for voting
rights to physical violence – were either created, exacerbated, or affected by the hands of
politicians and the influence of the Catholic church in Colombia. These conflicts extended into
the art world, affecting depictions of the female body, which were subject to censorship,
especially when the artist was a woman herself. Artists such as Débora Arango and Ignacio
Gómez Jaramillo especially used the female body to portray and explore the issues of the times,
which, coupled with the concurrent development of modernism, allowed for a greater freedom of
expression and ideas that academicism did not provide. Colombian modernism at this time was
in formation, stylistically diverse and not a cohesive movement.
These two artists represent important currents of that moment—in their exploration of
both form and subject. To address their political and religious context, each artist took a different
approach, as is indicated by two works from the period. Gómez Jaramillo’s Autorretrato (SelfPortrait, 1930) shows him at work behind his painting easel, lost in thought. This work
emphasizes that he relied on the formal experimentation of modernism to convey these changing
times. Arango’s La colegiala (Portrait of a Student, 1942), in turn, signals her expressive style
and focus on iconography, specifically figures that embody the changes and tensions of

1

This research was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic. Certain sources were not able to be consulted
because I was unable to travel to Colombia.

1

Colombian modernity.
The broader moment in Colombian art leading up to the 1930s was characterized by NeoScholasticism and Neo-Academicism. These schools of thought and practice had held
prominence in Colombian art since the Regeneration period of the 1880s, a time when religious
philosophies, arts, and education were pushed by the government as a way to improve politics
and morality throughout the country.2 It was also during the Regeneration period, in 1886, that
Colombia’s first art school, the Escuela de Bellas Artes, was founded in Bogotá. The Escuela de
Bellas Artes was the center of the most important Colombian artists of the time and promoted
traditional academic teachings about art and aesthetics, bringing the classical style into the new
century.3
By the 1920s, there were two main opinions on how Colombian artists should move
toward finding and establishing a national style. The first side, represented by the Círculo de
Bellas Artes, saw Neo-Academicism, an adherence to formal qualities produced by European art
academies, as the one supreme aesthetic. The second group championed new styles of modern art
coming out of Europe, such as Cubism, and believed that adopting a modernist approach was the
way to create uniquely Colombian art with sincerity and originality.4 The modernists wanted
national artists to find pride in original Colombian art as well, rather than simply trying to
replicate the academicism of Europe and define Colombia by its ties to colonial history with
Spain. This perspective led toward a celebration of indigenism as a national art.5 In his 1920

2

Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio: Incios de la modernidad en el arte de Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia
1920-1930 (Bogotá, Colombia: Universidad Nacional de Colombia, 2000), 194-195.
3
Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía, Colombia: A Concise Contemporary History, Second Edition (London:
Rowman and Littlefield, 2017), 159; Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio: Incios de la modernidad en el arte de
Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia 1920-1930, 199.
4
Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio: Incios de la modernidad en el arte de Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia
1920-1930, 202.
5
Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio: Incios de la modernidad en el arte de Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia
1920-1930, 10.
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essay titled “Desde España” (From Spain), playwright Antonio Álvarez Lleras writes, “Will the
[Colombian] sculptor have delusions that the bust he sees arriving from Europe would have been
made better and with more care?”6 Anti-Modernist sentiments were strong among academicists
like art critic Rafael Tavera, whose 1921 essay “Notas de Arte” (Art Notes) describes his
feelings upon seeing Cubist paintings: “My spirit has received few shocks so unpleasant as the
ones received by the sight of these [Cubist] works; I felt all my little knowledge in art and my
desire for progress vanish.” He continues, sharing opinions on aesthetic subjectivism: “This art
should not be taught in a school, surely only in an asylum.”7
The battle against modernism was also fought by those who believed upholding
academicism was linked to upholding religious morality, such as Laureano Gómez, a prominent
Conservative force and influence in both society and the arts who would later become president
in 1950. Gómez spent nearly four years in Europe (September 1928 – June 1932), obsessively
immersing himself in museums and libraries and learning about European civilization, which
included studying Benito Mussolini’s new dictatorship in Italy and taking his children to hear
one of Adolf Hitler’s speeches in Berlin.8 He described himself as “avid for powerful ideological
orientation, disconcerted by the contradictions and uncertainties of the contemporary world.”9
Gómez’s glorification of academic European art grew during his time abroad. He regularly
visited Berlin’s Staatliche Museen, where he would meditate on The Man With the Golden

Antonio Álvarez Lleras, “Desde España,” Cromos, April 24, 1920. Quoted in Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio:
Incios de la modernidad en el arte de Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia 1920-1930, 202. Original text: “¿Tendrá
ilusiones el escultor que ve llegar de Europa el busto que él hubiera hecho mejor y con más cariño?”
7
Rafael Tavera, “Notas de arte,” Cromos no. 243 (1921): 44, 46. Quoted in Ivonne Pini, En busca de lo proprio:
Incios de la modernidad en el arte de Cuba, México, Uruguay y Colombia 1920-1930, 204. Original texts: “Pocos
choques tan desagradables ha recibido mi espíritu como el recibido por la vista de estas obras; sentí desvanecerse
todo mi poco saber en arte y mi anhelo de progreso.” “Este arte no debe enseñarse en una escuela, sino en un
manicomio seguramente.”
8
James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965, 191-195.
9
James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965, 191-192.
6
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Helmet (ca. 1650-1660), a painting at the time attributed to Rembrandt but now known to be by
one of his students.10 Gómez also purchased several paintings himself while in Poland.11 Upon
his return to Colombia in 1932, Gómez used art as a means to set cultural norms and keep
citizens in line with the Catholic church and Conservative party. Like Hitler and the Nazis, who
Gómez observed rising to political power firsthand, he also considered expressionist art to be
degenerate and linked it to mental illness and moral decline.12 In January 1937, months before
Hitler’s Entartete Kunst exhibition in July 1937, Gómez published an article titled “El
expresionismo como síntoma de pereza e inhabilidad en el arte” or “Expressionism as a
Symptom of Laziness and Inability in Art.”13 In the text, Gómez praises classical Greek and
Renaissance art, while attacking Diego Rivera’s murals as incoherent, having bad taste, and an
example of the decline in art.14 The following year, Gómez began censoring Gómez Jaramillo’s
murals in Bogotá, promoting moral purity in society and painting, and attempting to keep the arts
in line with his Conservative beliefs instead of the beliefs of the Liberal party.
The importance of maintaining religious morality in art – like the conflict between
Liberals and Conservatives – originates from a long history of the Catholic church in Colombia
and its intertwinement with politics. The very beginnings of Colombia’s deep and tense history
with the Catholic church can be traced back to 1509, when Spanish explorer Alonso de Ojeda

James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965, 195; “Circle of
Rembrandt” (The Netherlands Institute for Art History), accessed April 2, 2021,
https://rkd.nl/en/explore/images/202398.
11
James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965, 195. I was unable to
find which paintings Gómez bought.
12
James D. Henderson, Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965, 194.
13
Laureano Gómez, “El expresionismo como síntoma de pereza e inhabilidad en el arte,” Revista Colombiana
(Bogotá, Colombia), vol. VIII, no. 85 (January 1, 1937): 385-392; Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
“Degenerate Art”: The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany,
http://www.lacma.org/sites/default/files/reading_room/New%20PDF%20from%20Images%20Output10compressed5.pdf; “Neue Galerie New York,” Degenerate Art: The Attack on Modern Art in Nazi Germany, 1937
(Neue Galerie), accessed April 18, 2021, https://www.neuegalerie.org/degenerate-art-attack-modern-art-nazigermany-1937.
14
Laureano Gómez, “El expresionismo como síntoma de pereza e inhabilidad en el arte,” 385-392.
10
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landed in present-day Cartagena and attempted to convert its inhabitants.15 By the time Colombia
became an independent nation in 1810, the Catholic church owned a third of Colombian land and
a significant amount of the country’s assets. This financial base solidified the church’s role in the
new country, giving it power to make decisions, especially once Simón Bolívar resigned as
president of Gran Colombia in 1830.16 The church had a hand in the education system, and also
created Colombia’s first political groups such as the Sociedad Católica (Catholic Society) in
1838, which focused on attacking the proliferating Liberal groups. The Sociedad Católica and
other groups formed by the Catholic church later came together to become the Conservative
party. The Liberal party formed in 1848 as a reaction against church involvement in the state.17
Colombia’s Catholicism at this time pleased Pope Pius IX so much that the Vatican recognized
Colombia before any other nation in Latin America.18 In 1849, a series of Liberal leaders won
the Colombian presidency — José Hilario López (1849-1853) and José María Obando (18531854) — leading to two decades of anticlericalism and a series of legislative pushbacks against
the church. These rulings included legalizing divorce (1850), ending tithing (1851), and most
importantly, the first separation of church and state in Latin America (June 15, 1853).19
Much of the church’s power was restored during the late-nineteenth-century
Regeneration period, which aimed to reverse the limitations imposed on the church by the
Liberal party. President Rafael Núñez (1880-1882, 1884-1886, 1886-1894) legislated the
Constitution of 1886, which lasted for ninety five years and made Catholicism the official
religion of Colombia, declaring it essential for social order.20 The new constitution also

15

Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church," The Americas 30, no. 2 (1973): 229.
Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church," 230.
17
“Liberal Party: Colombia Reports” (Colombia Reports, August 28, 2019), https://colombiareports.com/liberalparty-colombia/.
18
Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church," 230.
19
Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church," 231.
20
Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía, Colombia: A Concise Contemporary History, Second Edition, 4.
16
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authorized the Concordat of 1887 with the Vatican, once again granting the church control the
education system and strengthening its societal power.21 The church gained the right to inspect
and proofread textbooks, fire professors who did not teach in accordance with Catholic doctrine,
and ensure that all public education would be organized and directed in line with Catholic beliefs
and include religious instruction.22
Conservative and Liberal tensions over coffee exports, taxation, and the direction of the
country’s economy reached a boiling point toward the end of the century. Conservative
politicians were largely concerned with farming, landholding, and local economies, while Liberal
politicians believed that finance and infrastructural changes would generate an economy mainly
based around coffee production and exporting.23 The parties’ inability to come to a consensus
culminated in La Guerra de los Mil Días (The War of a Thousand Days), a deadly and damaging
civil war between the Liberal and Conservative parties that lasted from 1899-1903. There was no
real victory, and the civil war resulted in about 70,000-90,000 deaths and economic setbacks.24
Colombia’s 1930 election marked a renewed period of political turmoil after relative
stability following the end of The War of a Thousand Days. Liberal president Enrique Olaya
Herrera was elected because two Conservative candidates splitting their party’s votes, marking
the end of forty-five years of Conservative rule.25 Once again, the Liberal party began passing
reforms to limit the church’s influence, pushing the Conservative party and the Catholic church
even closer together. In 1946 the Conservative party reclaimed the presidency with the election
of Mariano Ospina Pérez, and then with Laureano Gómez in 1949, who was said popularly to be

Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church,” 232.
Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church,” 240.
23
Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía, Colombia: A Consise Contemporary History, Second Edition, 111.
24
Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía, Colombia: A Consise Contemporary History, Second Edition, 88.
25
Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía, Colombia: A Consise Contemporary History, Second Edition, 90-91;
Lars Schoultz, "Reform and Reaction in the Colombian Catholic Church," 234.
21
22
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“more Catholic than the Pope.” Gómez’s presidency stoked the flames of a newly begun civil
war known as La Violencia (The Violence) by attempting to get rid of any political opposition. It
is within this historical context that the artworks and careers of Gómez Jaramillo and Arango
will be discussed and analyzed in this thesis.
Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo (1910-1970) was born in Medellín to Sigifredo Gómez Jiménez
and Encarnación Jaramillo de Gómez. His father was the civil and military chief of Bogotá and
had been in the Conservative army in La Guerra de los Mil Días.26 His mother, who was
affiliated with the Liberal party, was the one who Gómez Jaramillo credits with his interest in the
arts. As a young child, he did not talk, and his mother would draw him pictures of animals and
trains to encourage speech, as well as encourage him to create puppets.27 Gómez Jaramillo went
on to attend high school at Colegio de don Antonio J. Duque, where he realized that a career in
art was “inevitable” for him.28 He attended the Instituto de Bellas Artes in Medellín from 19241925, taking courses in painting and drawing, then changed schools to study engineering from
1926-1927.29 Between the years 1929-1934 Gómez Jaramillo traveled to Europe intending to
study architecture, but ended up devoting his studies to painting instead. While in Europe he
participated in salons and exhibitions, worked at the Paris art school Académie de la Grande
Chaumière, and met and worked with artists such as painter and printmaker Tsuguharu Foujita,
sculptor Baltasar Lobo, painter Kees van Dongen, and poet Federico García Lorca.30 Upon his
return to Colombia, Gómez Jaramillo exhibited in Baranquilla, Bogotá, and Medellín (with
works that caused a scandal), worked as an illustrator for El Tiempo magazine, and had two of
Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo (Bogotá: Villegas Editores, 2005), 213; “The War of a
Thousand Days” (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc.), accessed April 2, 2021, https://www.britannica.com/event/TheWar-of-a-Thousand-Days.
27
Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, 213.
28
Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, 213.
29
Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, 213.
30
Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Anotaciones de un pintor (Medellín: Autores Antioqueños, 1987), 14.
26
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his oil paintings acquired by El Museo de Bellas Artes de Bogotá.31 In 1937, the Colombian
government sent him to Mexico to study the Mexican muralists (he studied the works of Rivera,
Orozco, and Siquieros), and then commissioned him to paint two fresco murals for Bogotá’s
Capitolio Nacional, which caused a second scandal for Gómez Jaramillo.32 Nevertheless, he
continued to paint, exhibit, and teach, and became director of La Escuela de Bellas Artes de
Bogotá in 1940. I begin my examination of Gómez Jaramillo’s work with his two scandals in
1934 and 1937.
Débora Arango (1907-2005) was born in in Medellín, Colombia, the eighth child in a
family of fourteen siblings.33 She grew up Catholic, the religion of her parents Elvira Pérez and
Cástor Arango, and received a Catholic education.34 It is of interest to note, given Arango’s
history of shocking the church with her vivid imagery, that early on in her life it was Sister María
Rabaccia, a nun and painting instructor at her Catholic school, who encouraged Arango to pursue
painting.35 Arango learned color and composition there by copying religious prints, such as Jesús
Coronado de Espinas (Jesus with a Crown of Thorns; fig. 3).36 Arango later began studying with
painter Eladio Vélez, who taught her portraiture techniques in watercolor and oil for two years,
and then enrolled her at the Instituto de Bellas Artes in Medellín in 1933 where she studied for
another two years.37 In 1935 she started studying with Pedro Nel Gómez, a painter and muralist
whose work was deeply intertwined with political and social messages, which opened up a new
31

Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Anotaciones de un pintor, 15.
Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Anotaciones de un pintor, 15; Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo,
216.
33
Santiago Londoño Vélez, Débora Arango: Vida de Pintora (Colombia: Ministerio de Cultura, 1997), 20, 29.
34
Santiago Londoño Vélez, Débora Arango: Vida de Pintora, 29.
35
Santiago Londoño Vélez, Débora Arango: Vida de Pintora, 29-30.
36
Oscar Roldán-Alzate, Cecilia Fajardo-Hill, Deborah Cullen, Efrén Giraldo Q., Cristina Lleras F., and Melissa
Aguilar R., Sociales: Débora Arango Llega Hoy (Medellín: Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín, 2012), 17.
37
Oscar Roldán-Alzate, et al, Sociales: Débora Arango Llega Hoy, 18; Juan Forero, “Débora Arango, 98, Painter Of
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world for her. Arango said his work “showed me something that I was unaware of until then;
something that I hadn’t had the opportunity to understand. Gómez’s style opened up a vast new
field of work before me. And I went down this path. I began working on watercolors but later on,
I switched to nude painting.”38 These works are the point of departure for my analysis of Arango.
Several factors compelled me to center this thesis on Arango and Gómez Jaramillo. They
were Medellín-born contemporaries who had attended the Instituto de Bellas Artes in their
hometown. More importantly, they regularly painted the female body and primarily exhibited
between Medellín and Bogotá. Despite their similarities, they also had their differences – first
and foremost, their genders, a distinction that came into play with regard to both the creation and
reception of their work in Colombia. Because of Gómez Jaramillo’s studies abroad and
successful presence in the art world, he was considered to be a more sophisticated artist than
Arango, who attended the Instituto de Bellas Artes de Medellín almost ten years after Gómez
Jaramillo and was, until 1939, developing her style and studying privately, rather than exhibiting.
The comparative method of this thesis, therefore, also allows for further examination of the way
artists were viewed and received based on their gender, perceived qualifications, and artistic
style at this time in Colombian art history.
My main sources for Gómez Jaramillo are the work of Juan Gustavo Cobo Borda in his
biography Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo and Gómez Jaramillo’s own book of writings about art,
Anotaciones de un pintor. For Arango, my main sources were Débora Arango: Vida de Pintora,
a survey of her life and works by Santiago Londoño Vélez and the catalogue for the 2012
exhibition at the Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín, Sociales: Débora Arango Llega Hoy.
Modernization in Colombia: The Laureano Gómez Years, 1889-1965 by James D. Henderson
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also provided great material on the Colombian political worlds of the 1930s-1950s. In addition,
the digital archive of the Museum of Fine Arts Houston’s International Center for the Arts of The
Americas (ICAA) was a valuable resource for primary sources. Building on these resources, my
research adds to the literature by situating and analyzing Gómez Jaramillo and Arango’s works
in their deeper historical contexts, looking at their art in relation to politics and religion. While
there is existing discourse on the female body for some of Arango’s paintings, I elaborate on
such analyses, as well as contribute a discussion on the female body in Gómez Jaramillo’s work.
Reviewing both artists using the comparative method points to the various forms modernism
took in Colombia, specifically when revolving around the female figure. In addition, this thesis
contributes research in English, and the vast majority of scholarship and primary source
materials on these artists are found only in Spanish.
The first chapter begins in the 1930s, when Arango and Gómez Jaramillo’s works came
to prominence due to controversy surrounding their depictions of the female nude. They each
faced a series of scandals involved in politics and religion; Gómez Jaramillo in 1934 and 1939,
and Arango in 1939 and 1940. Moving in a generally chronological order, Chapter 2 discusses
Arango and Gómez Jaramillo’s paintings of women in the 1940s and 1950s, when images of the
modern woman took precedence in the years leading up to women’s suffrage in 1957 and an
increasingly modernizing society exacerbated women’s issues. Finally, Chapter 3 turns to
Arango and Gómez Jaramillo’s depictions of violence and the female body that emerged due to
La Violencia, a civil war that terrorized Colombia from 1948-1960.

10

CHAPTER ONE:
Controversies around the Female Nude

Painting the female nude figure was a complex, politically intertwined undertaking in
1930s and 1940s Colombia, and artists Débora Arango and Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo were at the
center of this controversial subject during those years. Their works caused four different scandals
revolving around censoring depictions of the nude female body that were also used to further the
agendas of the Liberal and Conservative parties. Political and religious contention were at the
root of each of these scandals, and directed the way women’s bodies were painted and how those
images were exhibited.
Gómez Jaramillo’s depictions of the nude tended to be more societally acceptable,
nationalistic, and idealized, while Arango’s nude paintings were raw, real instead of ideal, and
had an everyday quality to them. This approach earned her backlash from the Conservative party
and the Catholic church in 1939 and 1940 over matters of morality and breaking away from the
Colombian-adopted ideals of classical European art. Despite the stylistic differences between the
two artists, some critics looked at Arango and Gómez Jaramillo in a similar vein. They were both
accused by the Conservative government and the church of deviating from the nation’s idealized
art standards by being too expressionist and drawing from Mexican muralism, which had ties to
communism.39 Although Gómez Jaramillo was less expressionist than Arango, he was
nevertheless blamed for being the precursor to Arango, who fully embraced expressionism and
exhibited paintings of the nude female body without idealization or religious allegory in her 1939
and 1940 exhibitions.
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The first scandal began during Gómez Jaramillo’s solo exhibition from May 31 – July 7,
1934.40 The exhibition was held at Medellín’s Club Unión, the most prestigious social center of
the city and a gathering place for elites of all political backgrounds.41 It was Gómez Jaramillo’s
first exhibition in Colombia since leaving for Europe to study and paint in 1929, and the show
contained multiple works from his travels. All in all, there were thirty-four works exhibited,
including a series of landscapes of Paris, Toledo, and Segovia; three portraits, El Poeta
Comunista (The Communist Poet, 1931), El Pianista Español Enrique Truann (The Spanish
Pianist Enrique Truann, 1933), and Retrato de un Escritor (Portrait of a Writer); two still lifes;
and a set of nudes which included six oil paintings and various carbon sketches.42 According to
the accompanying exhibition catalogue, Gómez Jaramillo’s nude works were displayed in a
separate room with a warning note. Several members of Club Unión had approached Gómez
Jaramillo with a dilemma – that his nudes would either have to be displayed in a special room, or
removed entirely from the exhibition.43 While it is unclear which nudes Gómez Jaramillo
presented in the 1934 Club Unión exhibition, his nude paintings Desnudo (Nude, 1930),
Desnudo (1930), and carbon sketches Desnudo (1931) and Desnudo (1933) from this period are
likely those exhibited, or similar to his exhibited works (figs. 4-7).
Gómez Jaramillo’s depictions of the female nude leading up to his 1934 solo exhibition
read as studies of the body. The subject is clearly posed in each Desnudo, and the works appear
to be set in a studio atmosphere; see the frontal, seated female nude (see fig. 4), with an apparent
studio backdrop and the woman posed on a crate or apple box that has been covered by drapery.
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The cloth is also included in other works (see figs. 5 and 7), again suggesting a classical or studio
environment. In addition, the faces are turned away, avoiding the viewer’s gaze while opening
their bodies to scrutiny, indicating that these works are not meant to be individualistic portraits of
specific women. To further this idea, Gómez Jaramillo has omitted certain facial features of his
subjects, leaving out clear markings of eyes or a mouth (see fig. 4), and not fully developing
recognizable features (see fig. 5). In his carbon sketches Gómez Jaramillo has left out the face
altogether, either depicting a face completely turned away from the viewer (see fig. 6) or
substituting it for a carbon smudge (see fig. 7).
These classically-based studies of the human form express the intimacy of the artist and
model in the studio, but are not crude, disrespectful, or shocking. Yet Gómez Jaramillo’s images
still posed an issue of propriety at Club Unión in 1934, which indicates that painting the female
nude body was itself a problematic subject in Colombia during this time period. The root of the
matter is politics and the conflict between the Liberal and Conservative parties, the latter tightly
aligned with the Catholic church. These two parties had different agendas concerning education
and the arts. At the time these works were created, Liberals and Conservatives were intensely at
odds with each other. The Conservative party, which had ruled for forty five years, had suddenly
lost power to the Liberals in the 1930 election.44 Conservative party and Church power became
more limited as a result, but these institutions still retained control over Colombia’s education
system and what was deemed moral, therefore making the subject of the nude a controversial
issue.45 The Conservative party’s Catholic values conflicted with depictions of the nude,
especially ones that moved away from idealized classical representations masked by religious
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allegory or history, and leaned more toward realistic, expressionist aesthetics. The Liberal party,
on the other hand, promoted expressionism and a departure from religious subjects.
Colombians worked to establish and define the arts in terms of what was national and
what was not. These definitions began to happen in the mid-1800s in the field of literature, and
made their way to the visual arts as well.46 Painting was paramount as far as the visual arts were
concerned; unlike other mediums, such as photography, it was considered a fine high art and was
“the symbolic space where the highest values of civilization still reigned,” according to María
del Carmen Suescun Pozas.47 Conservatives held tightly to the established nationalistic painting
style, while the Liberal regime and cultural program of the Ministry of Education in the 1930s
and first half of the 1940s were more open to including and promoting modern art in this
symbolic space.48
Gómez Jaramillo primarily worked within the idealized and nationalistic painting
tradition but nevertheless ran into problems. Four years after his solo exhibition at Club Unión,
he was involved in a political scandal in Bogotá that followed him for twenty years. In
September 1938, Colombia’s Liberal Minister of Government Alberto Lleras Camargo signed a
contract with Gómez Jaramillo, paying him $4,900.00 to create two frescoes with Colombian
themes at the Capitolio Nacional, a neoclassical building in the center of Bogotá that houses both
parts of the country’s congress.49 Painting these frescoes at the Capitolio Nacional, a site that
was politically significant to the country and highly charged in terms of political tension,
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influenced the works’ visibility and likelihood of scandal from the start.50 Gómez Jaramillo
painted two frescoes depicting uprisings, completing the works in 1939. The murals, placed in
identical, predetermined locations, each measured 344 x 305 centimeters.51 He painted the first
fresco, titled Insurrección de los Communeros (Insurrection of the Commoners), in the west
staircase of the Capitolio Nacional. It features José Antonio Galán, leader of the 1781 commoner
revolution that foreshadowed Colombia’s eventual emancipation from Spanish rule in 1810 (fig.
8, fig. 9).52 Gómez Jaramillo painted the second fresco, titled La Liberación de los Esclavos (The
Liberation of the Slaves), in the east staircase of the building. It depicts the final abolishment of
slavery in Colombia under José Hilario López, military leader and Liberal party politician who
served as president of Colombia from 1849-1853 (fig. 10, fig. 11).53
Gómez Jaramillo painted both frescoes in a similar style, demonstrating his tentative
movement toward expressionism. In comparison to his previous works exhibited at Club Unión
in 1934, the figures of Insurrección de los Comuneros and La Liberación de los Esclavos, while
still idealized in many ways, contain elongated, less realistic bodies. The bodies are expressive in
more than just painting technique; they make strong, wide gestures. Gómez Jaramillo captured
these figures in mid-action and did not passively pose them as in many of his previous paintings
of the human form. Each scene seems to extend past the confines of its given panel in the
Capitolio Nacional staircase, and to represent part of a larger moment. In addition, each figure
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has individual features, indicating that these are portraits of actual people, rather than the usual
allegorical or statue-like figures. Gómez Jaramillo memorialized common people and former
slaves, elevating their contribution and part in Colombian history to a place that long belonged to
distinguished political figures. Discussing these murals in a June 1956 edition of Revista de
América, Gómez Jaramillo writes that Colombian history painting has long excluded themes of
popular movements, the masses, and common people.54 He compares the Colombian tradition to
Mexican muralism, which he calls “a living lecture of [Mexico’s] exciting history and a
demonstration of exemplary visual arts in the contemporary world.”55 Gómez Jaramillo praises
Mexican muralism, stating that unlike the Colombian tradition, it “is not, then, an operational art
full of uniforms, tricorns, boots, fringes, ruffs and awards, taken from museum windows, with
measurements and without moths, which turns the heroes of the people into grotesque
masquerade figurines.”56 “As if,” he says, speaking of himself and his own expressive murals at
the Capitolio Nacional, “the artist did not want to see more than characters dressed in the aura of
their finery and placed in the elusive seat of his glory.”57
As soon as they were painted, Insurrección de los Comuneros and La Liberación de los
Esclavos were met with protest and controversy. One of the factors in this scandal was the nude
depictions of enslaved females in La Liberación de los Esclavos, bringing to the fore the issue of
race and the female nude. The bodies of black women have long been subject to fetishization and
54
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stereotypes regarding sexuality throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century European
tradition, and Gómez Jaramillo’s rendering is intertwined in this complex representation.58 Both
the enslaved women and men in La Liberación de los Esclavos are more scantily clad than the
indigenous women and men of Insurrección de los Comuneros; indeed, the enslaved women are
the only examples of nudity in either fresco. While Gómez Jaramillo rendered a Liberal
subject—the liberation of the enslaved—he fit the black female body into a colonial framework
of what is ideal, based on the classical European model.59 The only full nude is partially covered
by figures in the foreground, and is shown at the top of the work, in the center but slightly off to
the right side. The woman is depicted from the side; the viewer sees her back and profile from an
angle, and her arms reach around the torso of the man before her, who seems to escape toward
the edge of the fresco with outstretched arms. Although her face is turned toward the viewer, the
woman’s focused, yet faraway, gaze is not. At far left is a woman who is nearly partially nude;
the thin strap of her dress and body of a man in the foreground are the only things keeping her
nude torso from being fully visible. Her gaze, as well, focuses elsewhere, and she does not seem
fully present. A third woman in the mural is partially nude, and sits in the foreground shown
from the side, facing left. Her breasts are revealed, emphasizing her role as a mother and
implying breastfeeding. She kneels and holds a young baby, whose arms are outstretched toward
a standing man with bound wrists in the foreground. The woman and man make eye contact and
have the most animated facial expressions. The fourth and final woman in La Liberación de los
Esclavos wears a blue dress and has her back nearly completely to the viewer. None of the
figures in La Liberación de los Esclavos make eye contact with the viewer, however, three men
make eye contact in Insurrección de los Comuneros, giving them a sense of agency and authority
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that the women in both murals do not have.
The Council of Bogotá put forward a motion to remove the Gómez Jaramillo frescoes
from the Capitolio Nacional, and on September 8, 1939 the proposal was unanimously approved,
although no action was taken.60 The proposal read, “To preserve the aesthetics of the Capital, it
is asked with respect to the respective ministry to declare that the paintings displayed in the
staircases of the Capitolio Nacional, which clash with the austere elegance of that beautiful
building, be eliminated or substituted (…)”61 The creation of a scandal around the murals was
thus used as a means for political gain and Conservatives used the controversy to target Liberals,
whose regime commissioned the murals in the first place. On February 7, 1942, Bogotá’s
conservative newspaper El Siglo accused Liberal Minister of Education Germán Arciniegas of
ordering the frescoes’ removal, to which Arciniegas responded that it was the men of El Siglo
who were “los frescos,” (the fresh ones) and denied the claim.62 Colombia’s Liberal regime came
to an end in 1946, and once again the Conservatives and the Catholic Church were in power.
Laureano Gómez, a staunch Conservative (and one of Arango’s biggest critics as well) was
appointed as Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1947 and set his sights on removing the Gómez
Jaramillo frescoes, a symbol of Liberal government and moral decline. In May 1948
Insurrección de los Comuneros and La Liberación de los Esclavos had tin sheets put over them
and were covered with cement and paint.63 The following year, an upset Gómez Jaramillo
petitioned the Conservative nation to uncover his frescoes, to no avail.64 Medellín’s Gloria
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Magazine, also angered over the decision to cover the murals, demanded that Colombia be
“compensated for moral injury.”65 The magazine, run by textile company Fabricato, was a
publication directed towards Colombia’s female population and championed national artists,
writers and musicians; Fabricato itself was part of a group of textile companies that competed to
support the arts and tended to lean towards progressive, modern artists like Gómez Jaramillo.66
In 1955, Gómez Jaramillo painted a second version of La Liberación de los
Esclavos for the Government of Antioquia at their headquarters at the Palacio de Calibío
in Medellín (fig. 12).67 This mural, largely expanded from the original, features seven
scenes instead of one. Painted in a similar expressionist manner, color palette, and
landscape, this mural omits the former depictions of the real, unidealized female nude.
Instead, Gómez Jaramillo painted an allegorical-like female nude figure at the top center,
flanked by two other nudes who are people of color, a young boy to her left and a man to
her right. These three nudes float above the scene unfolding below, recalling imagery of
angels and classical European allegorical figures. This female nude is depicted in a
lighter skin tone as well. He also added Catholic colonial imagery – a priest at the lower
right corner speaks with the enslaved, two of whom are kneeling in prayer before him,
and the heart of the fresco shows a group of freed slaves filing into a Catholic church.
Below this he painted enslaved people bound, chained, and being whipped. The only
nude figure that remains from the original fresco is the woman breastfeeding, but Gómez
Jaramillo altered the scene so that her breastfeeding child covers her chest and the
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woman’s nipples are no longer visible to the viewer. In changing these details, Gómez
Jaramillo appeased the government of Antioquia, which was generally known to be even
more conservative than that of Bogotá.68 By substituting a very human nude for an
allegorical nude, and by adding in themes of the Church “saving” the newly freed
enslaved women and men, Gómez Jaramillo transformed his La Liberación de los
Esclavos into a more acceptable Catholic and Conservative image. It is telling that the
only way these bodies were viewed as suitable was if they were being controlled or
dehumanized. The mural was inaugurated on December 21, 1955, and this one was never
removed.69
Finally, between August and September 1959, twenty years after the creation of
Insurrección de los Comuneros and Liberacion de los Esclavos at the Capitolio Nacional,
the murals were uncovered by a group of fine arts students from the Universidad
Nacional.70 On July 12, 1960, Gómez Jaramillo and six students from the Escuela de
Bellas Artes in Bogotá began restoration on the frescoes, which had suffered from
oxidation from being covered for nearly twelve years. The Colombian government,
which was once again under the leadership of a Liberal Party president (Alberto Lleras
Camargo), sponsored the restoration through the Ministry of Public Works and Ministry
of Government. In another political move, the Liberal party government opened the
murals to the public on July 20, 1960, the 150th anniversary of Colombian
independence.71 Once again, the Gómez Jaramillo frescoes and depictions of the female
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nude within them became politicized, this time with the Liberal party uncovering the
murals to promote its own artistic ideals and further its position in the political rivalry
with the Conservative party.
In 1939, the same year Gómez Jaramillo’s scandal at the Capitolio Nacional erupted,
Arango and Gómez Jaramillo were in a group exhibition at Club Unión, the same institution that
had censored Gómez Jaramillo’s female nude works in 1934. This time, the censorship was
focused on Arango. The female nude, already a politically fraught subject— which also reflects
Colombia’s long history of including religion in politics—became even more difficult when a
woman painted it. The Catholic church was a driving force in creating a unified Colombia after
the country’s independence in 1810, and this continued well into the time of Arango and Gómez
Jaramillo in the mid-1900s.72 Religion was used to unify Colombians across the country, since it
incorporated the marginalized, such as indigenous and Afro-Colombian communities. This
practice produced a societal identity based on following the rules of Catholicism, instead of an
identity based on a civil ethics code.73 Essentially, “To be Colombian meant to be Catholic,”
according to Michael J. LaRosa and Germán R. Mejía.74 The church’s political power was
supported by the state, in the form of, among other things, constitutional protection and a
monopoly on education—every child in school received a Catholic education.75 Arango was one
of these children. Growing up in Medellín, she was part of a middle-class family and had eleven
brothers and sisters. Like the rest of Colombia, Arango and her siblings went to Catholic school
and Catholic church.76 Because she was a woman, Arango’s education also included the practice
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of the culto mariano, or cult of the Virgin Mary, in which women took the Virgin Mary as their
virtuous model.77 The Church had promoted this ideology since the days of colonialism.78
Indeed, women painting expressionist female nudes was not a part of this model. It was
also difficult for women, even in art school, to become painters of the nude since it was not
considered proper in the 1930s. Arango had begun painting the female nude as a student of Pedro
Nel Gómez, who suggested the nude as a painting subject to the group of women he taught in his
home studio.79 Nobody but Arango was interested or excited, so she began studying the nude on
her own in 1938, aided by her two brothers. Her brother Enrique was a doctor and anatomy
professor, and not only gave Arango books, but also made her his assistant in his anatomy
lessons at Medellín’s amphitheater and allowed her to paint the cadavers in his classes.80
Arango’s other brother, Tulio, was a doctor as well; he worked at a mental hospital and arranged
special access so his sister could observe the patients.81 Arango, who felt that traditional,
classical paintings of the human form were “lifeless,” embraced the unconventional figures she
could use as models to paint.82 The ideas of Pedro Nel Gómez, who believed his students should
observe daily life both at home and otherwise, resonated with Arango’s artistic visions as well.83
“A human body may not be beautiful,” said Arango, “but it is natural, it is human, it is real, with
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its defects and shortcomings.”84
By the time of the 1939 Club Unión exhibition, Arango had been painting the female
nude for two years.85 She was invited to participate at Club Unión by the secretary of La
Sociedad de Amigos del Arte, Marco A. Peláez, as one of two students from Medellín’s Escuela
de Bellas Artes to be recognized for outstanding work.86 The exhibition opened at Club Unión on
Saturday, November 18 and closed on Sunday, November 26.87 In addition to Arango and
Gómez Jaramillo, thirteen other artists participated: Emiro Botero, Constantino Carvajal,
Gustavo López, Francisco J. Morales, Paulina Posada de Escobar, Pedro Torres, Gilberto Uribe,
Eladio Vélez, Luis Eduardo Vieco, Alberto Villa, and Jaime Muñoz, the other student chosen
from the Escuela de Bellas Artes.88 There was no set theme to the exhibition, and Arango entered
nine figural works of varied subjects—two nudes, La Amiga (The Girlfriend, 1939) and
Cantarina de la Rosa (The Rose Singer); a set of watercolors, Cabeza de Mujer (Head of a
Woman), Las Bañistas (The Bathers), Hermanas de la Presentación (Sisters of the Presentation,
ca. 1940, also known as Hermanas de la Caridad or Sisters of Charity), and Alrededores de
Cartagena (Outskirts of Cartagena, 1938); and three oil paintings, La Merienda (The Snack,
1930s, also known as La Tía Francisca or Aunt Francisca), Torcazas (Doves, 1938), and Retrato
de Mi Padre (Portrait of my Father, ca. 1940).89 Some of these works had been created under the
tutelage of other artists; Hermanas de la Presentación and Torcazas was painted while Arango
was studying with Nel Gómez and La Merienda and Retrato de Mi Padre was made while she
studied with Eladio Vélez. La Amiga and Cantarina de la Rosa—the two nudes—were
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exclusively Arango’s.90
La Amiga measures 60 x 144 cm and is a watercolor consisting of three attached sheets of
watercolor paper, depicting a prone nude, with head resting on a pillow (fig. 13). Arango used
dark, rich tones throughout, depicting the couch or bed the nude female reclines on in red, the
body and cloth draped over part of the woman’s behind and thighs in a range of browns and
beiges, and the wall behind the figure in blue and green with a hint of red. The woman’s face is
turned toward the viewer and her eyes are closed; it is an intimate everyday scene and she
appears to be comfortably and securely resting. She is wearing lipstick and eye shadow, her hair
is done, and she has one hand resting under her forehead. Her left leg is thrown over her right leg
in a relaxed manner. The viewer gets the sense that they are entering her private space. While La
Amiga recalls the classical European reclining nude, it differs from the concept because this
woman is comfortable in her own body and sexuality, and conveys a sense of quotidian intimacy,
rather than display to the male gaze.
Cantarina de la Rosa is no longer extant, destroyed by moths while stored under a bed at
the artist’s home, along with other works. This improper storage was an attempt by Arango and
her sisters to keep controversial female nude works out of the eyes of the public.91 Some
descriptions of Cantarina de la Rosa survive, including a lengthy one by journalist Baltasar
Jurado who visited Club Unión. In his November 23, 1939 article for El Heraldo de Antioquia
titled “The painting exhibition reveals new artistic values,” he writes:
Cantarina de la Rosa is a study of the nude, from an originality and vividness of
extraordinary color. The woman’s body, a source of eternal artistic inspiration, is
not treated with that foolish linear perfection that the geometric artists of antiquity
delighted in. No. The brush does not reproduce but interprets and suggests; it is a
vivid offering of fresh flesh, served in a decorative atmosphere, rich in color and
pleasant in expression. Not found in this painting is the female full of desire or
90
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sexual surrender, only the woman of line play, of colors, of darknesses distant and
present, of faint rich angles of femininity and of a delicate, attractive harmony. It is
good to note that this nude, completely modest, was treated by a woman that wanted
to manifest all the simplicity of the feminine body that only a man can see and
complicate with his desirous gaze. The suggestion of flesh in a luxurious setting of
colors: behold that which is Cantarina de la Rosa. 92

While Jurado described Cantarina de la Rosa as modest, he also described the vivid
carnality of the painting, which led to the explosion of politically based uproar and
scandal over this work and La Amiga.93 Arango was vilified by Conservatives and La
Liga de Decencia (The League of Decency) and branded as immoral, while Liberals
defended her work.94 Her paintings, far from the acceptable nationalistic and classical
aesthetic, were deemed to have no artistic value. The fact that the female nudes were
painted in such a vivid manner, and by a woman, no less, angered many. Critics accused
Arango of using the female nude, a subject long painted by academics and by men, to
give herself power and assert herself above other male artists. This motivation alone,
according to Conservatives, was “scandalous.”95 In addition, Catholics that had attended
the opening at Club Unión were scandalized by the sexuality of the works, and as a result
a minister from a local church visited Arango and said she had to remove her nude
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paintings.96 Arango was distraught by this order, and sought advice from a Jesuit priest,
who told her to leave La Amiga and Cantarina de la Rosa on display because “art has
nothing to do with morals.”97 Arango did so, and brought up the priest’s words multiple
times when defending her paintings. In a society so governed by religion, perhaps this
opinion from a religious authority—while still not of the dominating religion—gave
Arango a sense of legitimacy. While Jesuits are a religious order of the Roman Catholic
Church, they have a certain autonomy from the Church and are known to be more liberal,
at times even defying or questioning them as seen here. Despite the Conservative fallout,
Arango ended up winning first prize at Club Unión that year. She did not win for her
nude works, however.98 While the jurors wanted to award Arango’s depictions of the
female nude, they decided to avoid further scandal and instead gave first prize to her
painting Hermanas de la Presentación, which portrayed a group of nuns based in
Medellín called Hermanas de la Caridad Dominicas de la Presentación de la Santísima
Virgen (The Dominican Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin, fig. 14).99 This
appeasement once again confirmed the power of the Conservative party and Church, who
got its way even throughout a Liberal government regime. That the Club Unión jurors felt
too intimidated to choose the works they truly thought deserved first place—La Amiga or
Cantarina de la Rosa—and that they compromised and instead awarded a depiction of
Catholicism, shows just how much influence the Conservatives had in Colombia in 1939.
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In addition to being a politically based scandal, Arango’s depictions of the female nude
were used as fodder for both parties to attempt to further their own agendas, while
fighting to exert control over the opposing party.
The following year, Arango found herself once again in the center of a political scandal
due to her depictions of the female nude. This time, she was participating in a governmentpromoted exhibition in Bogotá. Liberal Minister of Education Jorge Eliécer Gaitán had invited
Arango to Bogotá for her first solo exhibition, which took place at Bogotá’s Teatro Colón in
October 1940.100 The invitation was in part due to a Liberal education initiative, which was
organizing art exhibitions and promoting new trends in art. Arango displayed thirteen
watercolors, seven of which were life-size female nudes: Bailarina en Reposo (Dancer at Rest,
1939), Desnudo (Nude, 1940), La Mistica (The Mystic, 1940), Meditando la Fuga
(Contemplating Escape, 1940), Montañas (Mountains, 1940), Contraste de Lineas (Line
Contrast, 1940), and Friné o La Trata de Blancas (Phryne or the White Slave Trade, 1940; figs.
15-20).101 These radical nudes display prominent pubic hair, erect nipples, and casual, everyday
poses, markedly departing from the sanitized academic nude. In Friné o La Trata de Blancas,
Arango boldly addresses sexual violence, depicting the story of Phryne, an Ancient Greek
courtesan who was tried for impiety, stripped before the male courts, and acquitted for her
beauty. She takes this legendary story, which has been painted by artists such as Jean-Léon
Gérôme (fig. 21), and situates it in a setting that feels very raw and real, focusing on the sexual
assault that is occurring rather than the beauty of the female body. The woman is not in a court,
but so surrounded by figures that the viewer can not exactly place where she is. This could be
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happening anywhere, which is an important point that Arango is making. The scene is
claustrophobic and uncomfortable, as the men attempt to disrobe the woman and she attempts to
keep the last bit of her clothing on. In Arango’s version of Phryne, there is no glossing over the
disturbing violence that Phryne experiences. Arango’s painting is the story of Phryne from the
woman’s perspective, conveying the brutality of sexual aggression, a perspective to which many
women can relate. Gérôme depicts a court of men as bystanders in awe of Phryne’s body, a
statue-like, sanitized nude; despite the overwhelming, multiplied, male gaze, there is little sense
of imminent danger. Arango corrects the narrative and paints the men as outright predatory,
violating the woman’s space, privacy, and dignity.
Arango expected to experience less scandal in Bogotá than she did in Medellín— in
general, Bogotá was a larger, more liberal city, and Medellín leaned more conservative. Gaitán
was a big supporter of Arango, who was glad to be welcomed and accepted as an artist in this
more liberal environment.102 When Arango arrived in Bogotá to set up the exhibition, Gaitán
welcomed her with flowers and encouragement to keep moving forward with her painting, telling
her “you’re going to go very far.” After her tumultuous year in Medellín, Arango said his
encouragement “was like a little light in my life.”103 The liberal press, specifically Bogotá’s El
Liberal, sought to fix the distorted public image Arango was given in Medellín before her solo
exhibition opened to the public.104 They spoke of Arango highly, explaining that she was
wrongly depicted as a “masculinized” woman in Medellín, and gave her a platform to speak
about her side of the 1939 Club Unión scandal in which she had been demonized.105 In an
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interview with El Liberal on October 3, 1940 called “Débora Arango, mujer valiente” (“Débora
Arango, brave woman”), Arango defended her work and echoed the words of the Jesuit priest
she consulted, stating,
In my view, art has nothing to do with morals: a nude is nothing but nature without
disguises, as it is, as the artist should see it. A nude is a landscape in human flesh.
Life, with all its remarkable strength, can never be appreciated between the
hypocrisy and secrecy of the upper social classes: it is for this reason that my topics
are hard, harsh, almost savage; it is for this reason that they unsettle people who
want to make life and nature into something they are not in reality…I like nature in
all of its splendor: this is why I paint landscapes and nudes. I believe that this is
why I am not immoral.106
While reactions to Arango’s work were certainly truly more favorable in Bogotá, it did not take
long before the Conservative press in Medellín heard about the exhibition. Scandal ensued again,
and the Conservative and Liberal newspapers went back and forth about Arango; one side
bashing her as inept, the other defending her as an artist.107 This conflict only intensified once the
exhibition opened and her works, most of which were new and had been created within the year,
were seen by the public.
Out of the seven nudes exhibited, Montañas, which was a self-portrait of the artist,
caused the most opposition (see fig. 18). 108 This watercolor measured 97 x 127 centimeters and
consisted of four pieces of watercolor paper glued together to create a larger image. 109 It directly
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contradicted the national Colombian ideals of painting the female body, instead promoting
Arango’s belief in depicting the body as real, raw, and imperfect.110 The nude female body of
Montañas is lying relaxed outside on a white cloth and pillow. Behind her are mountains, which
formally echo the shape of her breasts, the angular pose of her legs, and the bent pose of her
arms, equating the female body to the earth symbolically, and raising themes of fertility and
nationalism.111 The viewer is not left with the idealized, allegorical woman here, however, but is
met instead with a recognizable self-portrait of Arango—note the painted nails, lipstick, and
hairstyle—with a body that is very naturalistic, a body that does not conform with the preidentified, national sacred space of Colombian painting (fig 22).112 The figure comfortably fills
up space, and has a sense of autonomy and confidence. She does not need the male gaze to be an
object of pleasure and is instead experiencing enjoyment herself in this landscape scene. Arango
also went against the rules of academic aesthetics and precision and made a purposeful
anatomical error—the right arm comes out of the woman’s head instead of her shoulder.113
The conservative newspaper El Siglo declared Arango a victim of the Liberal regime,
calling her “a young woman with no artistic taste” who “doesn’t even have elementary notions of
drawing” and “doesn’t know the technique of watercolor.”114 They described the sponsorship of
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Arango’s “artistic monstrosities” by the Ministry of Education a grave case, as Arango’s work
and the Ministry of Education’s agenda directly opposed the aesthetic ideals posed by
Conservative leader Laureano Gómez, who later went on to cover up Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo’s
Capitolio Nacional frescoes for the same reason.115 Laureano Gómez’s January 1937 article
“Expressionism as a symptom of laziness and incompetence in art” summed up the beliefs of the
Colombian Conservative party and church during this time.116 In the article, Gómez praises
classical Greek and Renaissance art and attacks expressionism. “These are just the first results,”
Laureano Gómez writes about Arango’s female nudes at the Teatro Colón, “that begin to be
obtained from the dire work carried out from the Institute of Fine Arts by Gómez Jaramillo, the
unlikely painter of José Hilario López’s boots [in La Liberación de los Esclavos].”117
To conclude, the conflict between the Liberal and Conservative parties was the root of
each conflict involving depictions of the female nude by Arango and Gómez Jaramillo. The
years 1934-1940 saw shifting political leadership, struggles for control, and nationalistic ideals
that had been established at the very beginning of Colombia’s history. Religion and women’s
roles were points of contention, and the Catholic Church’s integration into Colombian politics
affected each area of life, whether it be at home, in education, or in government. Controlling who
could paint depictions of the female nude and how reflected the way women were controlled by
the state in day to day life. The efforts to unify Colombia early on using religion and set
principles for the visual arts made it difficult for artists to expand into new artistic territory such
as expressionism, as seen in the case of Arango and Gómez Jaramillo. To create with an aesthetic
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outside of what was declared nationally acceptable was seen as a violation of Colombia and its
values to the Conservative party and the Catholic Church, yet simultaneously promoted by the
Liberal party and government as a means to modernize as well as move away from the Church’s
influence. Both parties used the works and scandals of Arango and Gómez Jaramillo to defend
and promote their political policies.
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CHAPTER TWO:
The Modern Woman

Colombia launched into a period of significant economic growth beginning in the 1930s
and continuing through the 1940s, leading to major social change throughout the country.118
Despite the Great Depression and thanks to World War II, Colombia was on the fast track to
modernization. Foreign capital received in the 1920s led to country-wide transportation
renovations, extending roadways, railways, trucking, and airspace. By 1931, Medellín became
the first Colombian city with a modern airport, and Colombia operated more airline routes than
any other Latin American country. This airspace, as well as the new availability of radios, spread
news and political messages faster, as both the Liberal and Conservative parties scrambled to
ship newspapers and create their own radio stations and programs. The Leticia incident, a short
war with Peru that lasted from 1932-1933, also boosted the economy. In addition, abandoning
the gold standard in the 1930s led to a new economy and the establishment of three new national
banks that provided loans to both private citizens and businesses, ensuring that the effects of the
Great Depression were barely felt in Colombia. Capitalism, as well as a good relationship with
the United States, was fully embraced.
The social change brought by the rush to modernization was unequally distributed. Most
modernization took place in cities like Medellín and Bogotá, where Débora Arango and Ignacio
Gómez Jaramillo were living and working. Within these cities, many were left behind from the
arrival of modernization. With sixty percent of Colombians lacking the literacy to capitalize on
the new jobs available and opportunities for individual advancement, social inequalities widened.
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Government officials discouraged indigenous or traditional dress, and Bogotá mayor Jorge
Eliécer Gaitán forcefully encouraged the poor in urban Bogotá to begin wearing modern
clothing, even calling the indigenous ruana garment “a disseminator of disease” in the city. In
Colombian cities, the way people appeared seemed to be just as important to modernization as
any technological advancement.
While women saw an increase in rights, such as the right to inherit property and enter
into contracts after a Liberal government was instituted in 1930, issues such as educational and
personal equality persisted. This became more pronounced in Colombia during the 1940s and
1950s, in part because of modernization and the persistent tensions between Liberals,
Conservatives, and the Catholic Church. Debates on women’s education continued, with one
school even walking back its acceptance of female students “because the girls did better than the
boys, and that caused problems,” as James D. Henderson has written.119 President Laureano
Gómez, a Conservative who in part viewed the opening of schools to females as a “crime against
religion,” fought the Liberal party’s drive to do so due to his strong Catholic beliefs. By 1950,
Colombia still maintained a low percentage of female students enrolled in college (seventeen
percent), in comparison to other Latin American countries.120 The female body became a
battleground for politics and religion that was legislated by men, without letting women have
much, if any, of a say about it. Consequently, women were increasingly affected by problems
like mental health and its accompanying stigmas, restrictive familial and motherhood roles,
increased incarceration, prostitution, and voting rights, all exacerbated by a modernizing society.
Gómez Jaramillo and Arango painted modern Colombian women during this time,
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embodying many of the ideals and struggles of the era. Gómez Jaramillo updated the depiction of
women through the use of contemporary painting styles and Arango made a bold change in
subject in 1940 to render real urban women vividly living out these aforementioned issues,
illustrating the ways the female body was modernized.121
These differing approaches to the modern woman are well illustrated in Gómez
Jaramillo’s and Arango’s paintings of maternity. Gómez Jaramillo gave his modern mothers their
modernity through style rather than subject. For example, in his work Madre e Hijo (Mother and
Child, n.d.), he presented a familiar scene based on imagery of the Virgin and Child (fig. 23).
What makes it different among Colombian representations is the cubist composition at a time
when the idealized classical European style was championed as the Colombian standard of art by
a religious government. Yet while modernized, the painting is still not completely radical
because it references a religious subject. In addition, Gómez Jaramillo’s emphasis on form
overshadows any sensuality in the work. Instead, the mother is strong and imposing, and her
sturdy frame takes up the majority of the canvas. She bends down to kiss the head of her child,
whose naked back is to the viewer. The mother sits with her legs apart in a purple dress with
shades of blue-green; her legs and feet in the lower third of the canvas are grounded, strong, and
appear slightly oversized given the scale, with her right toe slightly cropped by the painting’s
edge. Each heel ends in a sharp right angle. The mother’s knees are also oversized, and appear
more as geometric shapes than actual body parts—her right knee is a large circle, and the left
knee is rounded as well, creating a drape of fabric across her lap where the child sits. Her
exposed right breast touches the right knee, creating a juxtaposition of two circles, one in fabric
and one in bare flesh. The mother’s upper body is contained in a rectangular form that seems to
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be shown from multiple angles at once and is outlined by her arms in purple and white fabric.
Her oval face is similarly comprised of geometric shapes —the bottom half of the oval is broken
up into three sections by Gómez Jaramillo, who painted a rectangular shape in the center to
depict her nose. Each section is a different shade, one a deep peach, the nose a lighter peach
color, and finally the right cheek, which is shaded purple in shadow. The center part of her hair
provides a triangular forehead, also shadowed in purple, and her brown hair falls to the left side,
tucked behind an ear that is rather detailed for the image, and is positioned as if seen from
another angle. She sits on a muted red, oval, podium-like seat.
The child on her lap, depicted nude and from behind, reaches up to the mother and holds
her arm. His head is a perfect dark purple circle. His back, behind, one arm, and one thigh are
visible. His ribs are pronounced and his skin has a sickly green cast to it, perhaps hinting at
poverty or a mother trying to provide food for her child. The background of Madre e Hijo is
made of geometric shapes, with long, shadowy, rectangular blocks of muted magenta, indigo,
and purple curved around a yellow cream floor that almost seems to be lit from above by two
spotlights. Gómez Jaramillo strayed from traditional Virgin and Child imagery, merging tradition
with cubism to focus on form and color rather than content or religious allegory. This painting is
a far cry from the Madonna and Child imagery Laureano Gómez upholds as the Colombian ideal
in his article against expressionism —Raphael’s Sistine Madonna, a masterpiece of the Italian
Renaissance (fig. 24).122 The radical geometry of Gómez Jaramillo’s Madre e Hijo lessens any
religious reference, removing the sense of harmonious perfection and femininity usually
associated with icon images of the Virgin Mary, in favor of modernism.
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Gómez Jaramillo’s other depictions of motherhood, such as Maternidad Mediterránea
(Mediterranean Maternity, 1956) and Maternidad (Maternity, n.d.), in turn emphasize an casual
and intimate depiction of motherhood over formal innovation (fig. 25, fig. 26). Maternidad
Meditteránea feels posed, with the mother and child in positions that would be impossible to
actually hold, invoking European paintings of statue-like supine women through the white
garments, exposed breast, and gently blowing hair. Her serene expression echoes the calm water
behind her. The child and his playful pose recall Renaissance putti. This idyllic beach scene calls
to mind the values of Marianismo, as discussed in Chapter 1, which upholds the Virgin Mary as
the ideal model of virtuousness for women, yet the casualness of the interaction between the
figures updates the motif. Gómez Jaramillo also references Picasso’s Mediterranean neoclassical
nudes of the 1920s, following his example of painting classically yet radically at the same time,
as a means to point to the Latinate identity in post-World War I France.123
Gómez Jaramillo’s Maternidad, in turn, is a more naturalistic portrayal of motherhood
because of its location, which looks like it could be a domestic space. The mother and child seem
to be enjoying time at home, yet the space is devoid of anything personal, or any mess. The
mother sits centered on a rug, and dressed in white, holding up her child. Unlike Maternidad
Meditteránea, the fabric of this woman’s clothing does not fall perfectly in place, seeming more
natural. The active pose in this work updates the traditional Virgin and Child imagery, where the
figures are posed in a stationary triangle form as if they are on display. The child’s face is not
visible, but the mother is making eye contact with him. She wears a pleasant expression that
looks like it can break into a smile or laugh at any moment. Maternidad links images of Mary
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devoted to the infant Jesus with the Colombian mother doting on her child, and through this
religious iconography reference Gómez Jaramillo relates the idea of the Madonna-like perfection
to modern Colombian women during the reign of the Catholic church.
In contrast to Gómez Jaramillo’s formal innovations, Arango vividly depicts the rawness
and realness of maternity through her subject. Her 1944 watercolor Maternidad Negra (Black
Maternity) depicts a Black woman at home breastfeeding her child (fig. 27). The mother fills the
frame, her head reaching the top of the canvas and her right elbow and foot, and left hand, leg,
and foot, extending past the frame. The lower half of the canvas is taken up by the mother’s body
and white dress, which flows around her legs and hangs loosely around her bare chest. She looks
away from the child in her lap, seemingly unengaged, with her right eyebrow raised as if her
attention is elsewhere. She does not hold the baby either. Behind the mother is a busy scene.
Over her shoulder, in the upper left corner of the canvas, is an open window where other homes,
the road, and a car are depicted. In the upper right quadrant of the painting the business of
motherhood is evident. On top of a wooden table sit a dirty bowl with a cup inside and a wine
bottle. A white shirt is draped on top, and a blue high heel lies sideways under the table,
shedding the sexualized self for the domestic and illustrating the many roles women are expected
to fill.
Here, Arango rejected the classical idealized picture of maternity and brought the viewer
into a very real scene taking place in someone’s home. She took the neat, idealized image of the
mother and child and placed it into context, giving the viewer a peek into the everyday life of
many Colombian mothers. She also brought class and race into the case and highlighted the
gender inequality and responsibilities that land on women and mothers. Not only are women
expected to take care of their children but also they are expected to be homemakers and wives.
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They have to wash the dishes, take care of clothes, feed and raise children—and still look
good—all of which is represented in Arango’s painting. As the background suggests, the world
goes on outside; it is clear, however, that it is not a world in which the Colombian mother can
take part. Her domain remains limited to the home. In a religious society where motherhood was
seen as the model of female fulfillment and women were encouraged to model the virtues of the
Virgin Mary, Arango portrayed the difficult, perhaps unfulfilling, side of motherhood.124
Arango’s depictions of maternity and Virgin and Child imagery take on a new dimension
in another 1944 painting, Madona del Silencio (Madonna of Silence), also called Nacimiento en
Prison (Birth in Prison) or Maternidad en el Carcel (Maternity in Jail; fig. 28).125 Here Arango
graphically depicted a Mestizo woman who has just given birth to a baby on the floor of a prison
cell, the baby’s head misshapen from passing through the vaginal canal. The mother attempts to
sever the still-attached umbilical cord with her own hand.126 Both on the dirty ground, neither are
protected, and the mother wears a garment that leaves much of her body, including her genitalia,
exposed. Arango stripped the typically idealized and sanitized trope of motherhood of all dignity
and emphasized its visceral nature.
The work emerged from Arango’s visit to El Buen Pastor (The Good Shepherd), a
women’s jail in Medellín run by nuns from a local congregation called Nuestra Señora de la
Caridad del Buen Pastor (Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd).127 While there on an
invitation to paint decorations for their Nativity scene, Arango witnessed a prisoner giving birth
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and made a quick sketch, which she later developed into this painting.128 She rendered another
uncomfortable, and this time painful, image of childbirth, motherhood, and existing in a female
body. At a time when women’s prisons were crowded and inmates were forced to carry and birth
their children while in cold and dirty cells, Arango addressed head on the injustice and
deprivation of rights regarding hygiene, sanitation, and prenatal care.129 Although the viewer
only sees a moment of this incarcerated woman’s story, Arango’s painting also raises additional
questions about parenting support in prisons and healthcare (or the lack of) for mothers and their
newborns—for instance, what happens to the mother and child after this scene? Will she and the
baby be able to get cleaned? Will the baby remain in this cold, unsanitary cell? Or, will the
mother and child be separated? These questions are especially pressing because an increase in
women’s incarceration, and therefore an increase in prison births, was taking place around the
time Arango painted Nacimiento en Prison.130
Arango’s harsh treatment of the subject in Nacimiento en Prison echoes the severe
treatment women and children received while incarcerated, and she also used it to bring attention
to the modern woman and the imprisonment problem in La Lucha del Destino (Destiny’s
Struggle, 1944; fig. 29). La Lucha del Destino illustrates two middle class women fighting at the
entrance of a bar before being arrested for their brawl.131 In this work, Arango accentuated the
female body through the women’s clothing—depicting them as brutal and strong —an
unfeminine portrayal that went against the norms of 1940s Colombia, and was out of line with
behavior linked to the Virgin Mary.132 Arango continued this trend in her 1944 painting Justicia
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(Justice), which addresses the treatment of prostitutes at the hands of law enforcement, a concern
intensified as prostitution rose along with the economy in the 1930s and 1940s (fig. 30).133 In
Justicia, a female prostitute has been apprehended by the police, and as she looks down, the
officers grab her roughly, leering at her, wooden batons in hand. Both imprisonment and police
brutality concerned Arango, which motivated her to take up these women in her paintings. Since
childhood, she was acutely aware that women on the streets were treated as if they were animals,
subjected to much worse violent treatment than their male counterparts.134 Arango used rawness
and distorted body poses to show this treatment, as well as to counter any sense of ideal
femininity.
Gómez Jaramillo’s portrayals of women in street scenes stay away from the rawness of
Arango’s works, yet he declared modernity through his painting style. In his 1955 work
Vendedora de Pescado (Fish Seller), for example, Gómez Jaramillo updated the longstanding
genre of costumbrismo, the depiction of local types, trades, and costume (fig. 31). Infusing the
street-seller type with a cubist influence transforms this local and traditional figure as a modern
Colombian woman.135 Vendedora de Pescado is a colorful type, based in geometry, like Madre e
hijo (see fig. 23). A woman with olive skin stands like a column in the center of the frame, both
her body and fish basket on top of her head extending past the canvas. It is difficult to distinguish
body from fabric from fish here, and the lines of the woman’s colorful clothing mix together
with the fish layered and falling from her clothing and basket in a kaleidoscope of color and
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angles. Her arms and hands are abstract, with one arm appearing to begin at her right torso and,
in an angled path, stretch across her chest and upward to hold the basket of fish on top of her
head. Likewise, the only hand visible to the viewer emerges as if detached and out of nowhere,
near the right of her stomach, with all five fingers outstretched. The woman is separated from
any context or background environment, as is expected of a costumbrista type; the figure exists
in an isolated setting where the focus is on her trade and what she is selling.136 Like other
portraits of women by Gómez Jaramillo, this format isolates the subject as a cultural type, part of
a modern society yet detached from it—echoing the modernity he has bestowed upon traditional
imagery here. The background forms play off of the angles of her pose in shades of muted blues,
purples, and pinks, incorporating vivid colors that would not typically be present in a
costumbrista type.137 Gómez Jaramillo’s work shows that there are different ways of suggesting
the modernity of women, even if he is not outright depicting women in modern circumstances
like Arango does.
Arango exposed another modern problem in her 1940 oil painting Esquizofrenia en el
Manicomio (Schizophrenia in the Asylum, often wrongly titled Esquizofrenia en el Carcel or
Schizophrenia in Prison), which tackles the stigma of mental health and mistreatment of women
in psychiatric institutions (fig. 32). This image marks the beginning of Arango’s foray into
exposing social injustice and women’s suffering.138 Additionally, it reflects the topic of the
modern woman back to Arango, who was a trailblazer as a professional woman artist and was
connected to the unfair treatment of women as a female living in Colombia. To paint radically,
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she had to use a radical method to break stigmas, or become a stigma herself. As discussed in
Chapter 1, it was considered improper for women in Colombia to paint the female nude in the
1930s and 40s, and Arango had only begun painting it in a home studio class Pedro Nel Gómez
held for women outside of the traditional art institutional framework.139 Because Arango did not
have access to painting the human body as men did, she was forced to go other routes. Given her
lack of access to the nude model and reliance on cadavers from her brother Enrique’s anatomy
lectures, Arango sought out living humans as subjects because she was tired of painting stiff,
dead men.140 Arango’s other doctor brother Tulio got her permission from Dr. Lázaro Uribe
Cálad, director of the Departmental Asylum of Antioquia, to observe the patients there.141 This
unprecedented access was not granted even to medical students.142 During Arango’s visit she
heard a woman in her cell screaming, and went to see her. Because the woman was very
aggressive, the guard only allowed Arango to look at her while passing through the hallway
without stopping.143 From this brief encounter Arango made a pencil sketch, and developed it
into Esquizofrenia en el Manicomio in her studio (this painting was one of two works she made
at the asylum, the other was a portrait of director Uribe Cálad, fig. 33).144
Esquizofrenia en el Manicomio shows a schizophrenic woman in a cell sitting at the end
of her bed, facing the viewer. Her legs and arms, bent at the elbow, are spread, reaching to the
four corners of the canvas. Her dress is flipped up, nearly exposing her pubic area, and the top of
her dress has sheer fabric, making her breasts visible. The woman wears a pained expression.
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Behind her are erotic and romantic posters depicting women, couples (one of which is a pair
from Arango’s watercolor El Placer), and nudity.145 Arango’s choice to make this painting about
female desire, rather than mental illness, by sexualizing the female body through the main
subject and the posters hanging behind her, adds to the radicality of her work. Arango linked
female desire and mental illness here, since any sexual desires women had outside of the
prescribed familial model of marianismo would be classified as mental illness in modernizing
Colombia.
These modern women’s problems were, in fact, caused by the broader desire for
modernity itself.146 Following the European model of isolation, those deemed mentally ill were
separated from the rest of society and placed in asylums across Colombia like the Departmental
Asylum of Antioquia.147 In a city that was eager for advancement and modernization, having the
insane among the rest of the population was seen as a detriment to a transformed society.148 The
mentally ill, in other words, did not represent progress or a productive, clean society and did not
fit into the provided structure of what an ideal society should be and how it should behave.149
Ideas around modernizing the city and keeping its inhabitants in a good moral, civilized,
productive, and hygienic standing were apparent everywhere from makeup and personal hygiene
ads for women. Bogotá mayor Jorge Eliécer Gaitán even visited poor neighborhoods to explain
how regular bathing and oral care would lead to more modern lifestyles, and discouraged
traditional dress in favor of modern, western attire.150 The government’s attitude toward
cleanliness can be summed up in this 1923 statement by the Sociedad del Hospital de Medellín in
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its magazine Clínica Órgano: “The hygiene of a people marks its degree of culture and
civilization. A dirty country will never become powerful. It is not the most numerous peoples but
the most healthy, intelligent, and educated who have the hegemony of the world and impose the
rule of its laws.”151 To this effect, it was not the insane who were being helped by their
admission to asylums, but the rest of the population. The government was not keeping the insane
safe, it was making them invisible. Citizens that fit the socially acceptable mold and were not
perceived as a hindrance to modernization, moreover, were being kept safe from the insane.152
The isolated world of the Departmental Asylum of Antioquia was not immune from this
idea of othering. Within its walls, patients were separated by gender and economic status, with
distinct areas for poor men and women whose institutionalization needed to be funded versus
those who (or whose relatives) had the money to pay for their stay.153 Women faced additional
problems. Expected to fill their gender norms, women could be considered a risk for the city’s
hygiene if they did not, and their husbands or families could have them sent to asylums without
question. Reasons for committal ranged from infidelity to not being a good enough wife.154 The
Catholic religious system woven into the fabric of Colombian life also played a role in the unfair
treatment of and standards projected onto women. Not complying with set modesty rules – which
were societally imposed more on women than men – and wearing a short skirt could (and did)
get women sent to the Departmental Asylum, as did receiving communion after breakfast instead
of before.155 To stray from God’s laws, of which modesty is but one example, was considered
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illness.156 Such political and religious policies were often the only context in which a woman’s
sanity was defined, and fewer women recovered and left asylums than men.157
Those that suffered legitimate mental illness were not given the care they needed or
treated humanely, since a lack of understanding surrounded mental health and it was commonly
believed that the insane were reduced to having minds like animals, “victims of their own vanity,
pride, laziness and sins,” as Roy Porter states.158 Schizophrenics, like the woman Arango
depicted, had a very low cure rate at Antioquia’s Departmental Asylum under Dr. Uribe Cálad,
which saw sparse healing in general, with many of the patients simply dying.159 The asylum was
crowded, dirty, lacked potable water, and patients could be tied to their beds, forced to urinate
and defecate there for extended time. In addition to these abuses, many women suffered from
kidney and urinary tract infections due to the insufficient hygiene provided while
menstruating.160 Arango captured the atmosphere of the asylum and its patients for outsiders to
see, something they would never have been able to experience otherwise. She also captures the
implication of sexual deviance. During this period in Colombia, women embracing or even being
comfortable in their sexuality could be considered deviant and reason enough to be
institutionalized.161 A woman’s mental health and psychiatric diagnosis was measured by how
well they fell in line with societal gender norms and the impossible expectations of the Virgin
Mary model.162
All of these modern women’s problems—living up to the standards of marianismo,
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balancing responsibilities as a wife and mother, increased incarceration, lack of care for mothers
and children in prisons—have something in common: women not having the same rights as men.
Well into the twentieth century, their voices did not count politically, nor did they have a say in
the changes and governing of a society that treated them and their bodies as objects. Arango
spoke of the fight for suffrage in Los Derechos de la Mujer (Women’s Rights, 1954), painted
three years before Colombia granted women the right to vote (fig. 34).163 Los Derechos de la
Mujer depicts two dancing redheaded women in the foreground. They are wearing white seethrough shirts that expose their breasts and red skirts with white fabric lining, which have been
hiked nearly all the way up their thighs. The woman on the left has her back turned to the viewer,
looking down at a crumpled, dead man lying on the floor who is wearing a green suit and a blue
tie, which may symbolize the Conservative party. The woman on the right is also looking down
at the dead man, but is facing the viewer. The women are dancing around him, looking proud and
a bit smug, as if they were the ones that crushed him. A second man, the largest figure in the
watercolor, rises from the body of the crumpled man. He wears glasses, has light skin and red
hair, and is dressed in the same green suit but wears a red tie, which may signify the Liberal
party. This man occupies the top half of the image and holds his arms over his head in an O
shape, with his open mouth echoing that shape as if he were shouting. To the sides of this man
are two flags: the Colombian flag to the left, and a red flag to the right, symbolizing revolution.
The lively and symmetrical scene takes place on a bold blue background. Los Derechos de la
Mujer depicts women being strong in the face of the male-dominated political world. The
women are finally entering the public sphere, crushing the machismo of a world that previously
had not belonged to them and that did not give them equal rights. Arango also painted the two
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women in a sexualized way, with their raised skirts and exposed breasts, but without the male
gaze. The women are the ones in charge in this painting. Arango used the female body to express
freedom and power gained through women’s suffrage—just as the women in this work have
control over their own bodies, so Arango foresaw the female vote as a conduit for women to
have some autonomy over what happens to them, instead of having laws dictated by an all-male
government and voting system. 164
At the time Arango was painting Los Derechos de la Mujer in 1954, women’s suffrage
had already happened across the rest of Latin America, with the exception of Paraguay.165 Latin
American countries had begun enacting women’s suffrage since 1929, and women of Colombia
waited a long time as they watched their neighbors, like Bolivia in 1952 and Mexico in 1953,
gain access to rights they did not.166 Even when women did get the right to vote in 1957, it was
in part granted in order to make Colombia look progressive and maintain international relations,
as the country was involved in international treaties requiring respect of women’s equality.167
The decision to give women suffrage was ultimately a political move under the dictatorship of
General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, who wanted to show other nations that Colombia was moving on
from La Violencia, Colombia’s civil war that had begun in 1948, and could follow through with
international agreements.168 In addition, it was hoped that the supplement of the female vote
would help to put an end to La Violencia.169 Once gaining the right to vote, women were then
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able to gradually receive full political rights. 170
Gómez Jaramillo’s portraits of women, unlike Arango’s, are usually not active
participants in their own rights (such as the women of Los Derechos de la Mujer), fights (as in
La Lucha del Destino), or hardships (as seen in Maternidad Negra). It is the viewer and their
gaze that have autonomy in Gómez Jaramillo’s images, representing the lack of selfdetermination that Arango’s women are trying to break out of in real life in Colombia. Gómez
Jaramillo’s portraits of his wife, Margot (n.d.) and Margot (1938), as well as portraits of others
like Ilva Rasch (1945) and Bélen Larchaga, (n.d.) further accentuate his modern, yet detached
brush (figs. 35-38). The modernity of these women is evident in expressive brush strokes, color
palettes, clothing, and hair. The figures exist in an isolated world of traditional portraiture,
however devoid of reality and the effects of modernity. They are proper, modern women without
struggle, who do not protest their social status—the women prized by the Colombian political
state.
Comparing the work of Arango and Gómez Jaramillo shows that there are many ways to
portray a modern woman, through content (Arango) and form (Gómez Jaramillo). Moreover,
their work reveals that depictions of the female body in Colombia during the 1940s-1950s were
strongly intertwined in both politics and religion. Arguably, these paintings speak to the political
implications of the bodies of the artists themselves. For Arango herself, who lived in the body of
a modern woman and broke cultural norms in her life—including wearing pants, riding horses,
and never marrying—depicting the truth of living in a female body was important.171 When
speaking about her paintings, she emphasized replacing the ideal with the raw and real, stating
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that “Life, in all its marvelous strength, cannot be found in the hypocrisy and concealment of
high social classes: that is why my topics are harsh, rough, and almost barbaric; that is why they
disconcert people who pretend to make life and nature something they are not.”172 In turn,
Gómez Jaramillo, as a man, was able to go through art school and training without being refused
because of his gender. As director of and professor at Bogotá’s School of Fine Arts, he was very
much a presence in the proper, traditional schools of art in Colombia. He says of an artist, “his
means of expression, his language, is that of shapes and colors, volumes, which he must fully
know.”173 The importance of shapes and colors in Gómez Jaramillo’s work is evident in his
portrayal of the modern woman, as he used those shapes and colors to break with tradition
through the use of visual innovation. Both approaches confront and intertwine the female body
and modernism, but achieve two distinct results. On the one hand, Gómez Jaramillo made his
argument through paint, successfully commenting on the artistic techniques that have been used
to portray the female body and modernity, updating and challenging notions of what modern
portrait painting should look like. Arango, on the other hand, used modern depictions of the
female body to break from academicism and call out social conditions that directly impacted
those experiencing life in a female body in 1940s and 1950s Colombia.
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CHAPTER THREE:
La Violencia on the Female Body

The civil war period known in Colombian history as La Violencia (The Violence), began
on April 9, 1948 with the assassination of Liberal party leader Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, only eight
years after he had invited Débora Arango to Bogotá for her first solo exhibition while serving as
Colombia’s Minister of Education.174 A populist who identified with the poor and working class,
Gaitán was a promising candidate for the upcoming 1950 presidential election.175 Many
marginalized Colombians looked to him for hope, since the government did not often work for
the common people’s needs.176 In addition, Conservative candidate Mariano Ospina Pérez had
been elected president in 1946, which ended sixteen years of Liberal rule and led to rural
political violence.177 Gaitán’s murder in the middle of Bogotá ended the hope of returning the
presidency to a Liberal and immediately sparked a riot known as the Bogotazo, which at first
aimed to overthrow the Conservative government, but failed and instead resulted in parts of
Bogotá being damaged, burned, and looted.178 Although Gaitán’s death sparked chaos across the
country, the underlying cause of La Violencia was rooted in the deep political and religious
tensions that had been growing between Liberal and Conservative parties since the 1930s.179
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It is estimated that between 150,000-230,000 people died during the twelve years (19481960) of La Violencia.180 Hundreds of thousands of living victims were left affected physically,
emotionally, and economically. Although the formation of the National Front (an agreement
between the Liberal and Conservative parties to alternate presidential power) in 1958 technically
brought an end to the La Violencia period in 1960, further insurgencies persisted thanks to the
formation of paramilitary groups like the ELN (National Liberation Army) and the FARC
(Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), eventually evolving into the narco-violence of the
1980s.181 The majority of the brutality of La Violencia took place in rural areas, by vigilantes and
militants who felt that the Colombian government was not responsive to politics outside of urban
areas.182 In addition, politically motivated violence took on religious “holy war” tones due to the
Conservative party’s ties to the church.183 The state framed the war as against those believed to
be looking to morally and spiritually corrupt the country, while opposing Liberal insurgents
made church buildings targets of their attacks.184 Clergy members took part in violence against
Liberals, to the point that Bogotá’s archbishop Ishmael Perdomo issued a letter in 1949 urging
them to stop.185 Guerilla groups, paramilitary groups of hitmen who went town to town stealthily
killing and fleeing, earning them the name “pájaros” (birds), groups of peasants, police officers,
and armed civilians alike engaged in theft, property destruction, rape, and bloody conflicts that
escalated into brutal chaos, demonizing both of the opposing political parties. The violence
reached a point where people lost sight of who they were killing and why.186
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Around the country, Colombian visual artists began creating depictions of La Violencia
immediately after it began; they often rooted their works in political statements. While the 1948
Bogotazo generated artistic responses, Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo had begun depicting violence
ten years before. His 1938 work Autorretrato y Violencia (Self Portrait and Violence) warns of
impending violence, and is a precursor to the theme of violence in Colombian art that would
become so popular throughout the years of La Violencia (fig. 39).187 Autorretrato y Violencia
combines the standard artist’s portrait with depictions of carnage. Taking up most of the
foreground at the right of the painting, the figure of Gómez Jaramillo as an artist ominously faces
the viewer as if issuing a warning of the impending violence in rural Colombia. He wears a green
jacket and holds up his right hand, which points a paintbrush into the air vertically, raising it as if
it were a weapon. Gray-tinted clouds hang around the brush like the smoke from a gun.188 On
either side of his hand are two nude women without faces or distinguishing features. One woman
faces to the right, her arm outstretched towards the second woman, who lies motionless on the
ground, her own body a ground where violence has been played out. The scene is unclear, but it
seems as if the first woman is reaching or calling out to the second woman on the ground. The
barren Colombian landscape spreads out behind them, blue, hilly, and burning, with more blue
hills or rocks with a few sparse trees growing out of them in the foreground to the left. A utility
pole planted in this blue earth connects the foreground with the background. The hills in the
background are also dotted with utility poles, signifying rural Colombia’s transition to
modernity.189 The violent scene here gives the painting a feeling of unease, and Gómez Jaramillo
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added to the disquietude by altering the natural perspective and scale of his own image, the
landscape, and the utility poles into surreal proportions.
The rural violence Gómez Jaramillo rendered in Autorretrato y Violencia is likely the
widespread agrarian conflict, land dispossession, and violence over modernization that was
rampant in the 1930s. Colombia’s agrarian movement was led by landless campesinos (peasant
farmers) who wanted their own farms, landownership equity, and agricultural workers’ rights in
coffee-growing regions. These problems stemmed from wealthy landowners who had acquired
their land in either the late 1800s, when Liberal governments both sold and gave uncultivated
land to private citizens to stimulate a self-sufficient agricultural sector, or during the
Conservative regimes of Rafael Reyes (1904-1909), Carlos E. Restrepo (1910-1914), and Pedro
Nel Ospina (1922-1926) which awarded 400,000 hectares of public land to anyone who would
cultivate and produce crops on it. With the land already divided, agricultural workers lived on
haciendas (estates), often forbidden to grow coffee on their rented plots, or forced to sell their
coffee to hacienda owners at very low prices and then watch the landowners turn around and
make a large profit from it. Wealthy landowners, who often had connections to government
officials, exploited campesinos, whose complaints were largely ignored by the courts and
government.190 The shift from a Conservative to Liberal government in 1930 did not bring these
rights and reforms that campesinos wanted, continuing to leave them in poverty at the mercy of
hacienda owners.191 This conflict only exacerbated unrest that by 1933 had escalated into guerilla
warfare, laying the foundations for more widespread rural violence during La Violencia by
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helping armed rebel groups emerge and giving campesinos military and weapons experience.192
Gómez Jaramillo had publicly wished for his art to be free from political statements, but works
like this hint at political messaging, even if it is not clear if he condemned or supported the
agrarian movement.193
Gómez Jaramillo used the female body not as a sensual landscape, but as a violated and
bloody symbol for the conflict-ridden land.194 The woman lying on the ground, presumably dead,
embodies the destruction of the land in the burning hills directly behind her. The body usually
recalls themes of fertility, but here Gómez Jaramillo used it to point out how there is only
barrenness to be found, echoing the lost fertility of the woman with that of the Colombian
farmland. Gómez Jaramillo, perhaps referencing the religious ideals held strongly by many
Colombians, also suggested biblical imagery with the fig leaf covering the woman’s genitals.
The symbolism of the fig leaf comes from the creation account found in the book of Genesis,
where Adam and Eve disobey God by eating from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil,
and realize they are both naked. Before being banished from the Garden of Eden, they used fig
leaves to cover themselves.195 This imagery is also found in many Renaissance portrayals of
Adam and Eve. Gómez Jaramillo’s choice to specifically depict a fig leaf in this painting may
represent a loss of innocence, comparing the purity of the Colombian countryside with the
Garden of Eden, as a symbol of paradise that has been ruined.196 In addition, he assumes a Godlike role in this painting. Gómez Jaramillo is creator and all-knowing, giving the viewer a
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foreboding warning of the violence to come.
Arango turned again to the female nude to make a commentary on Colombia and the
Colombian government during La Violencia in her 1957 watercolor La República (The Republic;
fig. 40).197 In this work, she presents an unsettling coat of arms featuring a bloodied nude woman
that mocks the actual Colombian coat of arms, which declares libertad y orden (freedom and
order), the antithesis of the country overcome by La Violencia (fig. 41).198 This imagery had
been used before to express dissatisfaction with the government, such as Alfredo Greñas’s 1891
parody El Escudo de la Regeneración (The Coat of Arms of the Regeneration), which mocks the
national motto with “Ni Libertad Ni Orden” (Neither Freedom Nor Order; fig. 42).199 Like
Greñas, Arango repurposed the giant condor on the official coat of arms into a symbol of
oppression and corruption, and employed the longstanding Colombian tradition of using animals
and animal metaphors to make political statements and represent political figures.200 At the top
center of the symmetrical composition is a giant, black, crazed bat-like figure with its mouth
open and eyes rolling back into his head. An orange “V” shape reminiscent of the fires of hell
radiates from behind him, reaching to the top two corners of the canvas. In his claws, the bat
holds a white dove by the wings, as if it were a peace offering. The underside of the dove faces
the viewer; instead of a bird’s head, Arango painted a human man’s face— likely that of General
Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, who was president and dictator of Colombia from 1953-1957.201 Both the
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Liberal and Conservative parties hoped that bringing Rojas Pinilla and the military—the only
part of the government not extremely politicized at this time—into power though a political coup
would end La Violencia, which had been proliferating under the very partisan 1950-1953
presidency of Conservative Laureano Gómez.202 What seemed like a good solution at the time,
however, did not end well. Rojas Pinilla’s government quickly became a dictatorship, riddled
with censorship, nepotism, anticommunism conspiracies, propaganda, and bloodshed.203 La
Violencia, which had at first diminished under his regime, grew again, and in new ways.204 Rojas
Pinilla helped to create and expand the pájaros into civilian groups of Conservative
paramilitaries that would sweep in and stealthily kill victims who had been marked for
assassination. The pájaros served as a supposed method of enforcing army and police rule,
inciting terror, and giving Rojas Pinilla indirect control over the fighting in different regions in
Colombia.205 In his last full year of office, over 11,000 Colombians died in La Violencia.206
Arango, who painted La República in 1957, the year Rojas Pinilla was removed from office, was
certainly making a statement by painting him as a dove—pointing out that he was a fake,
contrived peace offering in the form of a military dictatorship.
Moving to the central lower half of the watercolor, Arango subverted national symbols to
graphically paint the bloodshed that had overtaken Colombia. She depicted a group of five batlike figures wrapped up in a giant Colombian flag, representing the five-person military junta
that temporarily replaced Rojas Pinilla in 1957. These same five creatures are also wrapped in
the Colombian flag in Arango’s 1957 work Junta Militar (Military Junta; fig. 43).207 In La
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República, the Colombian flag extends to the bottom of the frame where an emaciated nude
woman lies on top of it in a gory scene. To her left and right, two Andean Condors, scavenger
birds and the national bird of Colombia, attack her and pick at her bloody, wounded body.208 The
condor to the left of the woman attacks her face and the one to the right of the woman picks at
her stomach. The blood draining from the woman’s body mixes with the red fabric of the
Colombian flag, which itself stands for the blood spilled in the fight for the country’s
independence.209 The Condor, one of the largest flying birds in the world, appears on the official
coat of arms holding a wreath of olive branches and symbolizing freedom and peace.210 Arango
referenced the ancient tradition of personifying countries as female, showing the hypocrisy of
using the female as a treasured symbol when violence threatens female existence every day.211
Arango took the coat of arms, meant to portray the dignity, history, and integrity of the
country, and weaponized it with a biting statement on current violence. She showed the country
literally attacking and turning on itself under Rojas Pinilla, as one national symbol mutilates
another. Portraying Colombia as a dying, bloodied woman draws on female symbolism of
countries as the motherland, especially as the condor in La República specifically attacks the
woman’s—or the nation’s—womb, symbolically referencing the nation’s future generations, as
well as the mothers, children, and Colombians lost in La Violencia. The womb imagery also
evokes the fertility of the Colombian land, whose crops were destroyed by the war’s brutal
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fighting.212 The other condor attacking the woman’s mouth may reference the silenced voice of
the people, or the countrywide censorship during this time as Rojas Pinilla shut down
newspapers and journals that criticized his regime.213
Arango also called out Rojas Pinilla’s cohorts in her emblem. Below and to the sides of
the bat and dove are groups of five men, likely representing the congressmen under Rojas
Pinilla.214 On each side, the first man wears a beige green shirt and the other four next to him
wear blue shirts. They stare up at the large bat and dove, with accentuated large eyes and gaping
mouths, arms raised in the air in a fascist salute. The background of the rest of the painting is a
muddy beige brown. It is worth noting that Arango made her artistic commentary on the Rojas
Pinilla administration through a coat of arms, since the dictator often posed wearing Colombia’s
coat of arms himself (fig. 44).
In Arango’s 1950 larger than life-sized painting Maternidad y Violencia (Maternity and
Violence), she portrayed the body as a battlefield once again, addressing the effect of La
Violencia on pregnant women and mothers in poverty, as well as future generations (fig. 45).215
In the center foreground of this scene stands a pregnant woman. The woman is very tall with
exaggerated features, and her body extends from the very top of the frame past the bottom of the
canvas. She has dark curly hair and wears a tense angry expression, staring off to the left of the
frame, with furrowed brows and dark circles under her eyes. She is almost completely nude with
the exception of a white cloth draped around her body and pregnant stomach, covering the back
of her body and one of her breasts. Her long neck, arms and fingers appear gaunt. Her skeletal
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fingers, still wearing nail polish, clutch the bundle of cloth at the center of her body. Her body
looks worn and stressed, with smoke and mud-stained skin. Despite using white drapery, which
historically is used to emphasize the sensuousness and form of the nude female body, Arango has
voided the body of any sense of sensuality. Instead, it hangs loosely around the woman and
serves to illustrate her gauntness.
The woman stands in the middle of a violent scene, the sky overtaken with gray and
black smoke and flames. In the distance, planes fly aggressively, with one burning plane falling
out of the sky. To the right there are flaming muskets, shooting at the smoky sky. On the grassy
ground lies another musket and a soldier’s helmet. It is unclear to whom the helmet and musket
belong, but it is likely the father of the child – suggesting his death, yet another cost of La
Violencia on families as many mothers were left to raise children alone, without husbands or
partners.
Arango describes her reason for painting women like the figure in Maternidad y
Violencia in a 1995 interview: “I am very sensitive […] I am moved very easily. I see a poor
woman and seeing her there in the street pains me and I feel something against society […] what
inspires me is pain and life, suffering.”216 The suffering during La Violencia disproportionately
affected those living in poverty and in rural areas, like the woman in Arango’s painting. It is
estimated that eighty percent of Colombians killed during the years of La Violencia were young,
poor, men, a statistic echoed by the solitary helmet and gun in Maternidad y Violencia.217
Women also experienced horrible violence, often being raped, tortured, mutilated, abducted,

Quoted in Oscar Roldán-Alzate, et al., Sociales: Débora Arango Llega Hoy, 130. Original text: “yo soy muy
sensible […] me conmuevo muy fácil. Veo a un pobre mujer y con verla por ahí en la calle me duele y siento algo en
contra de la sociedad […] lo que me inspira es el dolor y la vida, el sufrimiento.”
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and/or murdered.218 The practice of raping the women of the opposing side was used as a
weapon of war to humiliate them and destroy group identity.219 Special symbolic torture was
reserved for pregnant women, who were seen as carrying the enemy’s offspring.220 They would
be murdered and have their unborn children ripped out of their womb, as referenced in the
common expression “don’t even leave the seed of the representatives of the opposing party.”221
Arango would have been aware of these brutal atrocities happening, since La Violencia was
widely reported on. The year Arango painted Maternidad y Violencia (1950) was the period’s
most lethal year with an estimate of at least 50,253 Violencia-related deaths.222 This painting
stands as a strong social and political statement, along with her other paintings depicting
women’s rights and struggles in the 1940s and 1950s.
Gómez Jaramillo’s La Furia y el Dolor (The Anger and the Pain, 1954) departs from
graphic and bloody depictions of violence while still highlighting the effect of La Violencia on
mothers, children, and families in general (fig. 46). He painted two women, one who is visibly
distressed, and another who consoles her. A naked child walks with them, his arms outstretched.
The three figures move away from the viewer, leaving behind the lifeless body of a man on the
ground with a bullet hole in his neck. This man is presumably the distraught woman’s husband
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and the father of the young boy. Two ferocious looking dogs stand to the left of the frame,
barking at the women and child, scaring them away and forcing them to leave the man’s body
behind. Gómez Jaramillo deployed the colors of the Colombian flag (a blue dog, a red dog, and
the woman dressed in yellow) to depict the fury and pain of a nation ravaged by the exacerbated
violence of Laureano Gómez’s regime, which at the time of this painting had recently come to an
end due to General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla’s June 1953 military coup.223 The perpetrators of
violence in Gómez Jaramillo’s work are the blue and red dogs – blue, the color of the
Conservative party; red, the color of the Liberal party – an indictment of both political sides for
carrying out the bloodshed of La Violencia.224 Gómez Jaramillo crafted this message through
political allegory rather than the explicit accusations found in Arango’s work.
Gómez Jaramillo’s 1954 painting Violencia (Violence) moved away from symbolism
seen in La Furia y El Dolor and displays a graphic depiction of violence and terror that occurred
during Colombia’s civil war (fig. 47). He fills the canvas with expressive nude bodies, recalling
Pablo Picasso’s monumental 1937 work Guernica, portraying the tragedy of Spain’s own civil
war in the late 1930s (fig. 48).225 Guernica’s anti-violence message resonated with Colombian
artists like Gómez Jaramillo, who created works inspired by it to protest La Violencia.226 The
main focus of Gómez Jaramillo’s painting is three female bodies, which form a triangular shape.
The largest figure lies horizontally on the floor, her arms tied behind her back. Her mouth is
Álvaro Medina, "El arte y la violencia bipartidista," Arte y violencia en Colombia desde 1948 (Bogotá,
Colombia: Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá, 1999), 23. This painting is mentioned in the exhibition catalogue for
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exhibition’s curator and author of the catalogue, Álvaro Medina, describes both women in La Furia y el Dolor as
wearing yellow. The only color reproduction I have found depicts one woman in yellow and the other in pink.
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open and her eyes look vacant and lifeless. Her head, which reaches to the left edge of the
canvas, is right next to a screaming infant who is reaching up to her. The second woman is in an
active pose as if she is running, and stretches one hand in front of her and one hand behind her.
Her form creates the diagonal of this triangle as her foot extends past the left edge of the canvas
and her arm reaches towards the top right corner. The third woman kneels vertically in front of
the first woman’s knees, covering her face with her raised hands and arms. A young child, facing
away from the viewer, is reaching out to touch her thigh. In the center of these three women is a
young child with his arms outstretched, eyes and mouth wide open in horror. Behind this main
group of figures are others in the top left quadrant that are less realized by the artist, such as
another young child reaching up with wide eyes and an open mouth, and a faceless woman
clutching her hands over her head. Gómez Jaramillo’s decision to only paint mother and child
figures – members of society usually considered to be the most vulnerable – in this tumultuous
and vicious scene drives home the sense of just how barbaric La Violencia was.
Gómez Jaramillo often relied on formal innovation to create meaning, and this painting is
no different, with the entire canvas dominated by shape and color in his cubist style with
expressive, visible brushstrokes. He embodied disorder powerfully through the lines and sloping
shapes that fill the background. The most prevalent shape is the circle, comprising the figures’
stomachs, eyes, mouths, and conical breasts. The complementary yellows and blues, as well as
strokes of red, orange, and purple help to create the violence and dynamism of the scene, adding
a layer of chaos and the appearance of a bright flash of light or a harsh spotlight on the bodies.
Like Picasso’s Guernica, Gómez Jaramillo’s Violencia follows the Spanish artistic tradition of
depicting women in violent ways, as agents of suffering in which to show all of the horrors of
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war to an audience.227 Once again, women cannot escape the role of the victim during wartime,
and Gómez Jaramillo used this trope to create shock value and send a powerful anti-war
message.
The political and religious tensions that led up to Jorge Eliécer Gaitán’s assassination on
April 9, 1948 and sparked the twelve-year civil war known as La Violencia caused artists across
Colombia, like Arango and Gómez Jaramillo, to paint the realities of armed conflict. Arango and
Gómez Jaramillo turned to their artwork to express their anger, call out government hypocrisy,
and display the violence and atrocities La Violencia had created. They made these statements
through paintings that featured the female body. The female body was used to represent the
struggle of individual women in the face of violence in Arango’s Maternidad y Violencia, yet
also became an instrument for displaying the broader horrors of war in Gómez Jaramillo’s
Violencia. Women’s bodies also embody the struggles of Colombia itself – symbolizing conflictridden land in Gómez Jaramillo’s Autorretrato y Violencia, Colombia as the motherland in
Arango’s La República, and an allegory of the nation’s pain in Gómez Jaramillo’s La Furia y El
Dolor.

Heidi Herrera and Heather Belnap-Jensen, “The Women of Guernica: A Compilation of Interpretations.”
Brigham Young University Journal of Undergraduate Research, September 2018.
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EPILOGUE:
The Politicized Body

Comparing the artwork of Débora Arango and Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo through the lens
of the female body provides a nuanced way to look at women’s issues in Colombia between
1930-1957. Their works reveal how the female body was not only politicized in real life, but on
the canvas as well, unveiling how controlling depictions of women in art tactically created and
enforced social constructs around women in Colombia’s modernizing society. For this reason,
images of the female body, especially the paintings discussed in this thesis, cannot be separated
from politics and religion during this time in Colombia. Arango and Gómez Jaramillo’s
responses to modernity and women’s issues greatly differed from each other due to their own
places in society. Their individual treatment of the nude, modernity, and violence showcases
their varied approaches, from Arango’s rawness in subject matter and expressionist distortion of
form to Gómez Jaramillo’s updating his female figures through an exploration of modernist
formal languages such as cubism and neoclassicism. Viewing Arango and Gómez Jaramillo’s
portrayals of women together illustrate the multifaceted and complicated relationship that
politics and religion hold within the depictions and social implications of these subjects.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Autorretrato (Self-Portrait), 1930. Oil on canvas, 90 x 73
cm.
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Figure 2. Débora Arango, La colegiala (Portrait of a Student), 1942. Watercolor. Museo de Arte
Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 3. Débora Arango, Jesús Coronado de Espinas (Jesus with a Crown of Thorns), 1931. Oil
on canvas, 56 x 56 cm. Private collection.
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Figure 4. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Desnudo (Nude), 1930. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 5. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Desnudo (Nude), 1930. Oil on canvas.
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Figure 6. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Desnudo (Nude), 1931. Carbon on paper. 30 x 25 cm.
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Figure 7. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Desnudo (Nude), 1933. Carbon on paper. 30 x 25 cm.
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Figure 8. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Insurrección de los Comuneros (Insurrection of the
Commoners), 1938. Fresco. 344 x 305 cm. Capitolio Nacional de Colombia.
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Figure 9. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Insurrección de los Comuneros (Insurrection of the
Commoners), 1938. View from the west staircase of the Capitolio Nacional, Bogotá, Colombia.
Reproduced by Helena Weisner in Murales capitolinos de Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo y Santiago
Martínez Delgado (Bogotá, 1938-1948).
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Figure 10. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, La Liberación de los Esclavos (The Liberation of the
Slaves), 1938. Fresco. 344 x 305 cm. Capitolio Nacional de Colombia.
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Figure 11. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, La Liberación de los Esclavos (The Liberation of the
Slaves), 1938. View from the east staircase of the Capitolio Nacional, Bogotá, Colombia.
Reproduced by Helena Weisner in Murales capitolinos de Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo y Santiago
Martínez Delgado (Bogotá, 1938-1948).
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Figure 12. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, La Liberación de los Esclavos (The Liberation of the
Slaves), 1954. Department Assembly for the Government of Antioquia.
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Figure 13. Débora Arango, La Amiga (The Girlfriend), 1939. Watercolor, 60 x 144 cm. Museo
de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 14. Débora Arango, Hermanas de la Presentación or Hermanas de la Caridad (The
Dominican Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin), ca. 1940. Watercolor, 88 x 117 cm.
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Figure 15. Débora Arango, Bailarina en Reposo (Dancer at Rest), 1939. Watercolor. 50 x 129
cm.
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Figure 16. Débora Arango, La Mistica (The Mystic), 1940. Watercolor. 100 x 66 cm. Museo de
Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 17. Débora Arango, Meditando la Fuga (Contemplating Escape), 1940. Watercolor. 97 x
95 cm.
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Figure 18. Débora Arango, Montañas (Mountains), 1940. Watercolor. 97 x 127 cm. Museo de
Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 19. Débora Arango, Contraste de Lineas (Line Contrast), 1940. Watercolor, 174 x 66 cm.
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Figure 20. Débora Arango, Friné o La Trata de Blancas (Phryne or the White Slave Trade),
1940. Watercolor. 132 x 100 cm. Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 21. Jean-Léon Gérôme, Phryne before the Aeropagus, 1861. Oil on canvas, 80.5 x 128
cm. Hamburger Kunsthalle.
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Figure 22. Arango wearing a hairstyle similar to her self-portrait Montañas (Mountains) (1940).
Article in El Colombiano by José Mejía y Mejía, Medellín, October 17, 1940. Source: Débora
Arango, Vida de Pintora by Santiago Londoño Vélez, page 114.
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Figure 23. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Madre e Hijo (Mother and Child), n.d. Oil on canvas, 80 x
71 cm.
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Figure 24. Raphael, The Sistine Madonna, 1512-1513. Oil on canvas, 201 x 269.5 cm.
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister.
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Figure 25. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Maternidad Mediterránea (Mediterranean Maternity),
1956. Oil on canvas. 60 x 78 cm.
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Figure 26. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Maternidad (Maternity), n.d. Oil on canvas. 78 x 98 cm.
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Figure 27. Débora Arango, Maternidad Negra (Black Maternity), 1944. Watercolor. 99 x 66 cm.
Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 28. Débora Arango, Madona del Silencio (Madonna del Silencio), 1944. Oil on canvas
and hard board. 136 x 92 cm. Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 29. Débora Arango, La Lucha del Destino (Destiny’s Struggle), 1944. Oil on canvas. 145
x 97 cm. Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 30. Débora Arango, Justicia (Justice), 1944. Oil on canvas. 109 x 122 cm.
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Figure 31. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Vendedora de Pescado (Fish Seller), 1955. Oil on canvas.
120 x 80 cm.
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Figure 32. Débora Arango, Esquizofrenia en el Manicomio (Schizophrenia in the Asylum), 1940.
Oil on canvas. 162 x 165 cm. Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 33. Débora Arango, Uribe Cálad, 1940. Oil on canvas. Museo de Arte Moderno de
Medellín.
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Figure 34. Débora Arango, Los Derechos de la Mujer (Women’s Rights), 1954. Watercolor. 46 x
38 cm.
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Figure 35. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Margot, n.d. Oil on canvas. 70 x 62 cm.
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Figure 36. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Margot, 1938. Oil on canvas. 79 x 65.5 cm.
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Figure 37. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Ilva Rasch, 1945. Oil on canvas. 57 x 47 cm.
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Figure 38. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Bélen Larchaga, n.d. Oil on canvas. 77 x 62 cm.
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Figure 39. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Autorretrato y Violencia (Self Portrait and Violence), 1938.
Oil on canvas, 93 x 78 cm.
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Figure 40. Débora Arango, La República (The Republic), 1957. Watercolor, 77 x 56 cm. Museo
de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 41. Colombian Coat of Arms.
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Figure 42. Alfredo Greñas, El Escudo de la Regeneración (The Coat of Arms of the
Regeneration), 1891. Engraving, 14.5 x 12 cm.
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Figure 43. Débora Arango, Junta Militar (Military Junta), 1957. Oil on canvas, 178 x 138 cm.
Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 44. Retrato de Gustavo Rojas Pinilla (Portrait of Gustavo Rojas Pinilla). 1975 or earlier.
Casa Cultural Gustavo Rojas Pinilla.
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Figure 45. Débora Arango, Maternidad y Violencia (Maternity and Violence), 1950. Oil on
canvas, 225 x 96 cm. Museo de Arte Moderno de Medellín.
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Figure 46. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, La Furia y el Dolor (The Anger and the Pain), 1954. Oil on
canvas, 81 x 100 cm.
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Figure 47. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Violencia (Violence), 1954. Oil on canvas, 80 x 98 cm.
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Figure 48. Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937. Oil on canvas, 349.3 x 776.6 cm. Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía.
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